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ABCD BEFGHB IJKL MI MNOBF D PNPFIQRPS TPUPJSPG TPN V BL PNO BSML E HPFUIJPHPG W PNIX PFPHREBIJEFSY
D PEFPG GMZPHPFI IJ[CPHCMFKNS KNNBCMSBEF BNBC[NFBG \ ]J[CPHCMFKNS KNNBCMSMG NQSHPZMJKIKHB
PROEG NPRGQJPFTPG^XWW L_UIJPH BJ BSML G^BFS[LKNNBCMSKFBG G`JPN HPJMFKFI TQFOELC[NJ[Y
IMGGBN S`HSQFX GMFSHMNND B \ aJ bcda CKNOKJBS GPHPSQW PF MNOBF BSML E HPFUIJPHPGPS ^ EJIY
RKNS[FG V BL PNOPGWPF PRO ^BRO S`WW BSML E PFPHREBIJEFS UPRPFPHKNS V PFFQNTMR^B KNSBNKWBF BJ
PROPI BSML E KNNBCMSCKHMGBS eBNBC QI RPHD PIJSPSS KNNBCMSMG f FPL NPZPS PROLKIS_N TgRRPSNPY
FgN hIBSMNF E \ iNOPF G`HgNL QFOPG G`J`SS BFFBG QHUPGQW PF V ZMRO B UPRPFPHKNS HPFUIJPH PNXHP
L PRZBSKHMJMSS ^QRKNNBCMSWB GPHgND `F G^BFS[L EFSPHTPHPFhEB D PNPFIQRPGPS GPNN GEZBIJFKNFE \ a
GEUMNRMJMSS GMFSHMNN TMNOBL BSMG S`WWIQRQW PF B HPFUIJPH GEEFU[NKIE KNNBCMSKS EIL PHSFPG SQSPY
NPJSgG TPN V UP W PL[SBSS[FG MNOBF IQL KS EI V BZMN B ^QRKNNBCMS TgRRPSNPF B GPJUXKNNBCMSS_N \

dQS UPRPFPHKNS PFPHREBIJEFSSPN HPFUPNGPJX HPFUIJPH G^BFS[L KNNBCMSKFBG GMFSHMNND KS L[Y
SBSS[G WP BJ jkl G`JNPL QFOWPF \ a UPRPFPHKhE_ SECEG[I TMHHKIB BJ V ZMRO BJ BSML E PFPHREBIBD KSY
KNNBCMSMG PROWPF ELC[NJ[IL MLPF[L IBD KSKNNBCMSMG EI \ a WPL[SBSMSS IQL KWBF PNNECSEG[IBF
CMNBHEJKNS

nπ
SPHgNPSm ELC[NJ[IIBN GPNN L PR^ENKRnSBFE BJ BSMLMGBS V L PNOPG S`WW oBWE MIJhENY

NKhE_S G`^PSXPF D [SFBG PN B Gn^KFS ^QRKNNBCMSWB \ pJJPN B L _UIJPHHPN B HPFUIJPH NPZPSIQRPI
^QRKNNBCMSBEFBG hIBG PRO HQIJZBNL BJKS NPZPS CHPCBHKNFE \ a hEGGWPF G`J`NS IQL KS SM^KWWY
TPD NPIJS^P ZKHML IJEFSPI V UPRPFPHKNS HPFUIJPH BUEBWBSEG[I V GMZPHPFI GMFSHMNND KS EIL PHSPSSgG
B jql C[WNEGKhE_WBF \ r_UIJPHgFG BJ sF \ ]c ioat e]SEL[NBSPU oBL BF aUEBWBSEh tBIIBRPf
PND KHKIMF BNBC[N V L PNOPS PHPUPSENPR ZKHML BSML E KNNBCMSW_N KNN_ HPFUIJPHHP UMNRMJSBG GE \ a J
BUEBWBSEG[I L_UIJPHPG FBRO PNXFOP B oBWE MIJhENNKhE_F BNBC[N_GGBN IJPLWPF BJ V ZMRO HMWMIJY
S[IBG BJ BNGBNL BJMSS TQFOELC[NJ[IMG SPHgNPSQFPG QI EUXJnSQIQFPG u[GS[KhE_E^BN IJPLWPF \ a J
KNSBNKFMI L _UIJPHS BNGBNLBJS[G B LPSBISBWEN vP BSML HB B jwl C[WNEGKhE_WBF \ a GEUMNRMJMSS
BUEBWBSEG[I GMFSHMNN TMNOBL BSMGBS B jxl hEGGW PF TMRNBNS[G `IIJP \

aJ PUUER EIL PHSPSPSS PND KHKIMG GMZPHPFI TMNOBLBSMGMF BNBC[NFBG QI GMZPHPFI IJ[CPHCMY
FKNS KNNBCMSMG CHPCBHKNKIKHB BNGBNL BIBG \ dP^PHS KNNBCMSMGBS ^EIJMFS FPL NPZPS PNXKNNnSBFE
GMZPHPFI TMNOBLBSMGGBN B UEIIJECKhE_ ZEKFOB L EBSS \ a jyl L[FGKWBF L PRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO PRO
GQSUEL PFJE_I I`SQS BNSQHHPN HPFUPNGPJX FQRO IJEFSm BSML E HPFUIJPHW PF GMZPHPFI QI EFGMZPHPFI
TMNOBLBSMG GMLWEFKNKIK^BN V B ]cioat L_UIJPHHPN HMGMF L_UMF KNNBCMSMG SPH^PJZPSXG B
HPFUIJPH ZKHML UPRPFPHKNS BNBCKNNBCMSB KNSBN GETPIJnSPSS SQHW PF \ a GQS I`SQS BNSQH ZPNOJPSP
B GgNIX NQJPHPGGPN ^KNSMJSBSZBS_ V QI PRO PNXnHS SEIJSB V ^BRO IC PhEKNEIBF GP^PHS hQNKNNBCMSZMJ
L EFUER SBNKNZBS_ MNOBF ZPNOJPSgG V ZMRO BJ KNNBCMS B I`SQS BNSQHW P PIIPF \ pJS GEZBIJFKN^B
IMHMJBSMI I`SQS BNSQH ^KNSMJSBSKIIBN QI B UEIIJECKhE_ zROPNPLWP ^QSPNQ^PN SPSIJXNPRPI GEEFU[Y
NKIE KNNBCMS BJ PNXnHS hQNKNNBCMSWB D [SSBSZBS_ FBRO CMFSMIIKRRBN \ a HPFUIJPH ^QRKNNBCMSB B
GMZPHPFI RPHD PIJSX NQJPHPG KNSBN L PRZBSKHMJMSS I`SQS BNSQHW PF SBNKNZBS_ V nRO SM^KWWE UEIIJEY
CKhE_ FPL S`HSQFEG \ a SPH^PJZPSX KNNBCMSMG G`HP WX^PWW V L EFS B ZBROML KFOMI L_UIJPHPG
PIPSQW PF V L E^PN B GP^PHS KNNBCMSMG PRO SKR MIJSKNOB EI CMFSMIBF PNXKNNnSZBS_ \ r PRL[SBSS[G V
ZMRO BFFBG PNNPFQHP V ZMRO B L_UIJPH FPL BUEBWBSEG[I V L QREI HMW[IJS[I { FPL QHJQGPFO BJ
BNGBNL BJMSS ELC[NJ[IMG SPHgNPSQHP ^BRO EUXJnSQIQHP V hIBG BJMG BHKFOKHB | ^BNBL EFS B ICMFSKF
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PL EIIJE_ L EBSSE C MC[NKhE_^PIJSPIQR EI GMLCPFJKNZBS_ PRO C[LCB NQJPH BNGBNL BJKIK^BN \
a C[WNEGKNS GMZPHPFI GMFSHMNN IQL KG S`WW BNGBNL BJKIKS GEUMNRMJS[G \ a G^BFS[L EFTMHY

L BSEGBE BNGBNL BJKIMGBS GgN`F TPD PJPSW PF L[SBSD [G WP \ a G`^PSGPJX BNTPD PJPSW PF PRO LMNPY
G[NBzJEGBE CHMWNQL B L PRMNUKIKHB SPSS D B^BINBSMS EIL PHSPSgFG \
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]JKLMI LMNPG[NKFBG S`WW SQHW PNE GMFzR[HKhE_D B EI NPZPSIQRPI V BJBJ B L MNPG[NKS BNGMS_ BSMLY
LBRMG PRO MNOBF CMSPFhEKNTPNg NPSPF ZPNOPJGPUFPG PN V BL PNOFPG S`WW L EFEL[LB EI ^BF \ a J
ENOPF SnC[Is LMNPG[NKG PRO HQIJP GEHKNEI S[ NBD UMFIKRs V BJBJ GQC PI B TQFO CMNBHEJKhE_D KFBG
TMHRBSKIKHB \ a LMNPG[NBzJEGKWBF TMFSMI GQHUQI V ZMROBF NPZPS B L MNPG[NKGBS B GgN`FW`JX
SQHW PNE GMFzR[HKhE_G G`J`SS GgNIX G`NhI`FZBSKIIBN KS^EFFE \ �B^BIMNS[FG j�l PRO PROIJPHm V
GMZPHPFI TQFFOPN L PR^BN_InSZBS_ TMHRBSKIS V BL PNNOPN PRO LMNPG[NB GQS GEHKNEI KNNBCMSB G`J`SS
NPZPS ^KNSMRBSFE \
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a GgN`FW`JX zJEGBE HPFUIJPHPGPF ELCNPL PFSKNS PNPL E G^BFS[LGBC[G Lm^PNPSE C MFSBSNBFIKRB
QI BJ PNGPHgNZPSPSNPFgN TPNNQCX UEIIJECKhE_I TMNOBL BSMG L PRRKSMND KG FBRO ZKN_JBSMG QCnSQIQS \
a CMFSBSNBFIKR QI UEIIJECKhE_ L QHSQGQHP NQSPJEG PRO TPNIX GMHNKS V BL E BNBSS NPZPSX^Q ^KNEG
SPSIJXNPRPI L QHSQGW PF ZEWBSmHX G^BFS[L IJKL nS_RQC QCnSQIP \ a UEIIJECKhE_ QI CMFSBSNBFIKR
SPND PI D PNNPL JQIQZPJ BJ EUXTPD NPIJSX MC PHKSMH L PRZBSKHMJKIB IJgGIQRPI \

p hQNW_N PND KHKIS UMNRMJS[FG GE j�l FOnNS G^BFS[L HPFUIJPHPG EUXTPD NPIJSX MC PHKSMHKFBG
IJSMhZBIJSEG[I MC PHKSMH`IIJPR HPCHPJPFSKhE_WBF S`HSQFX L PRZBSKHMJKIKHB \ a GEUMNRMJMSS
L_UIJPH NQFOPRP V ZMRO B G^BFS[LSHBD PGS_HEB L_UIJPHPG S[NBD UMFIKRBES TPNZBIJFKN^B BJ EUXY
TPD NPIJSX MC PHKSMH PRO L PRF`^PNS v ENW PHS SQHPF ZBS_ ImHmIQRMCPHKSMHHBN BJMFMInSZBS_ V QI P
ImHmIQRMCPHKSMH SHBD PGS_HEKG KSNBRMNKIK^BN L PRGBCZBS_ \ a J PHPULQFO NPZPSX^Q SPIJE V ZMRO
PROIJPHHP FBROIJKLs GEEFU[NKIE KNNBCMS EUXTPD NXUQIQS ZBSQGMFOBF LPRZBSKHMJJ[G � B GEEFY
U[NKIE KNNBCMSMG BNSPHQFPG UEL PFJE_D K^BN BHKFOMIBF H`^EUPWW EUX BNBSS V L EFSZB GgN`FYGgN`F
SPGEFSPFQFG B GEEFU[N_ KNNBCMSMG TPD NXUQIQS \ a L_UIJPH PNXFOPES QI LmG`UQIE PN^QS PRO gHPRY
HPJMFKSMHWB ZPNOPJPSS GQSBSMLMI HPFUIJPHHPN L PR^BN_InSMSS GMFSHMNNKNSYFPL GBC[F L[SBSS[G
WP V ^BNBL EFS L PRZBSKHMJS[G B G^BFS[LGBC[ Lm^PNPS^QRJQIQFPG ZmIQRQS B UEIIJECKhE_S NPnH_
CBHBLQSPHPG TgRR^QFOQWPF \

a GnIQHNPSPGW PF FPL NPZPS G`J^PSNPFgN L PRZBSKHMJFE PRO HPFUIJPH EUXTPD NPIJSX MC PHKSMHKS \
pJJPN IJPLWPF B HPFUIJPHHP D PNNPL JX GQSEUXI GMHHPNKhE_I TgRR^QFOPG D _N L QHZPSX L PFFOEIQY
RPG V nRO B L QHQIE PHPULQFOPGPS `IIJP NPZPS ^PSFE B HPFUIJPH zJEGBE L MUPNND Q^PN \ pFFPG
QHUPGQW PF IJKL nSKIE PND KHKIS UMNRMJS[FG GE GQSEUXI GMHHPNKhE_I TgRR^QFOPG LPRZBSKHMJKIKHB
j�l \ p ND KHKI[FG BNBCD B BJ V ZMRO B GMHHPNKhE_I TgRR^QFOWPF IJPHPCNX MC PHKSMH IJMHJBSMS PRO
ImHmIQRMCPHKSMH WKJEI W P^PJPSQIQ^PN IJQS^KNBIJSD [G GQS TgRRPSNPF HQIJHP \ p GQS HQIJ TPNPN L PR
B IJMHJBSWBF IJPHPCNX MC PHKSMHMG vPEIPFWPHRYGQCWPF ^PSS HPCHPJPFSKhE_D KFBG \ aJ PND KHKI
ZBSQGMFOBF BNGBNL BJZBS_ GEI UEL PFJE_I V B G^BFS[LSHBD PGS_HEB L_UIJPHPG ^BNBL PNOEGQ^PN
F[L PHEG[IBF IJKL nSMSS EUXTPD NXUQIm HPFUIJPHPGW PF V BL PFFOEW PF B GEIJKL nSBFU_ GgN`FW`JX
GMHHPNKhE_I TgRR^QFOPG IJKL B B HPFUIJPH UEL PFJE_D KFBG FQROJPSQ^PN `IIJPL QHZPSX \ A[LPHEY
G[I C QNUKF GPHPIJSgN L PRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO PRO GQS UEL PFJE_I HPFUIJPH PIPSQF PROIJPHHP ZKHML
GMHHPNKhE_I TgRR^QFO IJKL nSKIB B WPL[SBSMSS L_UIJPHHPN ZBSQGMFOBWW V BJBJ H`^ EUPWW EUX
BNBSS QHZPSX PN [ROBFBGGMHB CMFSMIIKR V L EFS B ISBFUBHU V BJ EHMUBNMLWBF ROBGHBF ZBIJFKNS
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IJKL nSKIE L_UIJPHHPN \ a J PND KHKI PN^ E QHUPGPIIQRP V ZMRO vPEIPFWPHRYGQCWPNE MC PHKSMHMG MNOBF
HPCHPJPFSKhE_D KS BUD B V BL PNOWXN B GMHHPNKhE_I TgRR^QFO QHSQGPE PROIJPHm IGBNKHEI IJMHJKIIBN
L PRGBCZBS_G \
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a GgN`FTQNP GMFSHMNN IQL KG IEGPHPI �LmG`UQIQHXN� L QHQIPGGPN NPZPS L PRROXJXUFE \ aLPFFOEY
W PF B LQHQIPG IMHKF B HPFUIJPHHXN ROmD S`SS BUBSMGW_N B HPFUIJPH G^BFS[LKNNBCMSKS SPNY
D PI PRQIJQW PF LPR NPZPS ZBSKHMJFE V sRO G^BFS[L KNNBCMS HPGMFISH[GhE_H_N W PIJQNgFG \ d EUMNY
RMJS[FG PRO HPGMFISH[GhE_I PND KHKIS

J = 2
SPND PI ELC[NJ[IL MLPFS[Ls PFPHREBIBD KSKNNBCMS

m = −2, 0, 2
LKRFPIPI G^BFS[L IJKLs BNSPHQFPG HPGMFISH[KNKIKHB j�l \ r_UIJPHgFG BNBCD K[N

B UEIIJECBSn^ HPFUIJPHPG G^BFS[LKNNBCMSKFBG CHPCBHKNKIKHB W PL[SBSMSS PND KHKI jyl IJMNRKN \ a
GnIQHNPSE L PR^BN_InSKI PROIJPHm { B HPGMFISH[KNFE Gn^KFS PFPHREBIJEFS Fn^_ES GMZPHPFI TQFOEL Y
C[NJ[IIBN hIBSMNF E GPNN PRO RPHD PIJSPSS IJEFS Fn^_EZMJ \ a hIBSMNKI G`^PSGPJSQW PF B HPFUIJPH
oBWE MIJhENNKhE_GBS ^QRPJ B GQS IJEFS G`J`SS V I PJ B TMNOBLBS BUUER SBHS V BL nR B TQFOELC[NJ[Y
IMG KNSBN UPzFEKNS I`SQS BNSQHW P FPL C[LCKN_UEG B HPFUIJPH V L EG`JW PF B CMC[NKhE_ PRO HQIJP
PN^QIJ B SM^KWWE UEIIJECKhE_I hIBSMHFKGMF GPHPIJSgN \ a I`SQS BNSQHW PF L BHBUS CMC[NKhE_S
L PRLQH^P QI B L QHQIS GgN`FTQNP CMNBHEJKhE_D s hIBSMN_ ELC[NJ[IMGHB PN^QRPJ^P PRO EF^PHJE_I
TMHL[NK^BN L PR NPZPS GBCFE B HPFUIJPH GEEFU[NKIE G^BFS[LKNNBCMSKS \
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a TQN^PJPSX FBFMISH[GSsHKG � LPISPHIQRPI BSML MG � IJKLMI PNXFFOPN HPFUPNGPJFPG BJ BSMY
LMGGBN IJPLWPF V PJQHS HPFRPSPR D B^BINBS IJgNPSEG G^BFS[LWESGQFS S`HSQFX TPNZBIJFKNKI[GHB \
a J bcda CKNOKJBS GPHPSQW PF S`WW D B^BINBSMS SPSSgFG PWWPF B SQL BG`HW PF \

a GEUMNRMJMSS HMW[IJS[I GMZPHPFI GMFSHMNN IQL KG BNBCD KF �MIPCZIMF KSL PFPSPF BNBC[Ns
LKRFPIPI u[�[I G^BFS[LWESPGHP e]��i� f WPL[SBSS[FG PRO KNSBNKFMI PRO WESPI G^BFS[LY
GBC[S V SM^KWWK GQS G^BFS[LWES `IIJPTMFKIKS PHPULQFOPJX Lm^PNPS EL CNPL PFSKhE_D KS jk�l \
a J PRO WESPI Lm^PNPS BNBCD B B GEHKNEI LMNPG[NKGWBF WPL[SBSMSS TMHRBSKI V BJ `IIJPTMF_UMSS
KNNBCMSMS PHPULQFOPJX GQS WESPIQ C PUER BUEBWBSEG[I CMC[NKhE_ SHBFIJTPH B GQS ]��i� G`J`SS
HKUE_THPG^PFhEKI TMSMF G`J^PSnSQIQ^PN \ �ROBFBGGMH GEUMNRMJS[FG PRO GMFSHMNNKNS TKJEIYGBC[S
GQS ]��i� G^BFS[LWES G`J`SS jkkl \ a ]��i� HPFUIJPHW PF WPL[SBSMSS Lm^PNPSPGPS GESPHY
D PIJSPSSgG G^BFS[LCMFSMGHB e�[BFS[L UMSf EI jkq V kwl \
}�<8;3��9:�2<;7=
a G^BFS[L EFTMHL BSEGBE BNGBNL BJKIMGZMJ GBChIMN_U_BF L PR^EJIRKNS[G V ZMRO L ENOPF L QHSQGY
W PF NPZPS BJ `IIJPTMF_UMSSIKRMS W PTMNOKIMNFE KNSBNKWBF PRO CBIIJn^ PNPL PGWXN KNN_ G^BFS[LY
MCSEGBE ZKN_JBSWBF \ rPRZBSKHMJS[G B LB�EL KNEI PNQHZPSX G^BFS[LLPhZBFEGBE `IIJPTMF_UMSSY
IKRMS PRO QI GQS RPHD PIJSQI PIPSQF iIEFRYSnC[Is ZKN_JBSMGWBF QI PHPULQFOgFGPS `IIJP^PSPSSgG
B G^BFS[LMI RHKTMGHB GEL MFUMSS KNSBNKFMIBWW SQSPNNPN \   EJIRKNS[G SM^KWWK V ZMRO L ENOPF ZBY
SKIIBN ^BF B JBD B ^QNPSNPF WMNOMFRKIHB V GQSTQNP V GMZPHPFI QI EFGMZPHPFI JBD TMHHKI PIPSQF \
d EL[SBSS[G V ZMRO BJ KSNBRMNS UEFBL EGKWBF WEJMFOMI G`HgNL QFOPG G`J`SS P�CMFPFhEKNEI NMGBY
NEJKhE_ NQCZPS TPN jkxl \ a CBIIJn^ G^BFS[LMCSEGBE ZKN_JBSMG B G^BFS[LMI ^QNPSNPF WMNOMFRKI
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PRO NPZPSIQRPI L PR^BN_InSKIKS BUD KG \ dQS RPHD PIJSQI PIPSQF BJS SBNKNS[G V ZMRO B WMNOMFR_G
SBNKNGMJKIKFBG ^BN_IJnFmIQRP B GNBIIJEG[IS_N BNBC^PSXPF PNSQHXPF ^EIPNGPUEG V EUXW PF MIJhENNKN V
NPhIPFRQIP ROMHIBWW L EFS B GNBIIJEG[I PIPSW PF V UP FPL G^BUHBSEG[IBF ROMHIBWW jkyl \

rPR^EJIRKNS[G V ZMRO GQS G^BFS[LWES v ENW PHS SPHQW PF L PGGMHB NPZPS PRO WKJEI PNPL PEFPG
LB�EL KNEI `IIJPTMF_UMSSIKRB V ZB B WKJEIFBG ^BF PRO IJPCBHKNZBS_ PNPL P EI \ r PRL[SBSS[G V
ZMRO WEJMFOMI HQIJNPRPIPF `IIJPTMF_UMSS WKJEIMGHB ^PSnSX L QHQIPG MCSEL KNEIBF ZBIJFKNZBS_BG
BJ `IIJPTMF_UMSSIKR L QHQI IPRnSIQRQ^PN S`HSQFX SEIJSnSKIKWBF \ pJ B CHMSMGMNN HQIJNPRPIPF
`IIJPTMF_UMSS CKH KNNBCMSMGW_N WEJMFOMI ^BN_IJnFmIQRRPN PHXIPWWPF `IIJPTMF_UMSS KNNBCMSMGBS
KNNnS PNX jk�l \

d EIPWW V yY k� G^BFS[LWESPI HPFUIJPHPGW PF PNPL PJSgG B G^BFS[LLPhZBFEGBE `IIJPTMF_Y
UMSSIKR UEFBL EGBE ^ EIPNGPUQIQS V B IJMGKIMI ICEF hIBSMNKIMG eiIEFR V vPEIPFWPHR V ISW \f GgN`FY
W`JX SMCMN_REKGWBF ^BN_ BNGBNL BJKIB PIPSQF \ rPRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO B GPJUPSE TPNSQSPNPG L PRY
TPNPNX W PKNNnSKIK^BN GMFSHMNNKNZBS_ B UEFBL EG[IBF PNXKNN_ G^BFS[LKNNBCMSMG `IIJPTMF_UMSSIKY
RKFBG D PNNPRP \ o`RJnSPSS hIBSMNKIMG IPRnSIQRQ^PN V B GPJUPSE TPNSQSPNSXN TgRRXPF PNQHZPSgFG B
CKH`IIJPTMF_UMSSIKR IJPLCMFSD KW_N MCSEL KNEI V ENNPS^P B IMGHQIJm `IIJPTMF_UMSSIKR IJPLCMFSY
D KW_N MCSEL KNEI KNNBCMSMGBS \ rPRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO PJPG B S[NBD UMFIKRMG WEJMFOMI QHSPNPLWPF
PROL KI GMLCNPL PFSPHPE \ rPRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO LKRFPIPI SQH BNGBNL BJKIK^BN F`^PNZPSX B WEY
JMFOMI SnC[Is `IIJPTMF_UMSSIKRMG D PNPFNQSQFPG EUXSBHSBL B jk�l \

d^BFS[LWESPG ^QRSPNPF V PROUEL PFJE_I NKFhKFBG SHBFIJNKhE_ EF^BHEKFI KNNBCMSBE PIPSQF
FPLSHE^ EKNEI GQHUQI B NPRG`JPNPWWE IJML IJQU G^BFS[LWESPG `IIJPTMF_UMSSIKRB \ A[LPHEG[I
MCSEL BNEJKhE_S ^QRPJSgFG BJ sROFP^PJPSS ^QRPIPF GMHHPNKNS KNNBCMSMG G`HQW PF V BL PNO BNKSKY
L BIJSMSSB B CKH`IIJPTMF_UMSSIKRFBG BJ EHMUBNMLWBF IPD SQIGQFS L PRTMRBNLBJMSS L B� EL KNEI
QHSQGQS \ a ^QRPIPF GMHHPNKNS KNNBCMSMG B NKFh MNOBF G^BFS[L KNNBC MSBE BZMN PRO SPSIJXNPRPI ^QY
RPI HQIJHPFUIJPHFPG B S`WWE G^BFS[LWESSPN ^BN_ GMHHPNKhE_ES PRO ^QRPI ^EHS[KNEI G^BFS[L HPFUY
IJPHHPN LMUPNNPJZPSD gG \ a TMHL BNEJL[I PNXFOP ZMRO B ^QRSPNPF HPFUIJPH G^BFS[L KNNBCMSBES
PRJBGS[N UPzFEKND B V QI L EFUPF ^QRPI HQIJHPFUIJPH G^BFS[LKNNBCMSB G`FFOPF GEIJKL nSZBS_ \
r[FGKFGWBF PHHP BNBCMJ^B HQIJNPSPIPF PNPL PJSgG B CKH`IIJPTMF_UMSSIKR IJPLCMFSD KW_N MCY
SEL KNEI KNNBCMSMG S[NBD UMFIKRBES \ a J BNGBNL BJMSS L_UIJPH BJ EIL PHS �ro¡ PND KHKIMGGBN
IJMHMI GBChIMNBSWBF KNN V ^KHZBS_BF LKI G^BFS[LLPhZBFEGBE IMGSPISCHMWNQL B L PRMNUKIKHB
EI BNGBNL BJZBS_ NPIJ jk�l \

a G^BFS[LCHMhPIIJMHMG MNOBF H`RJnSPSS G^BFS[L NMREGBE ZKN_JBSMG V BL PNOPG GQC PIPG PRO
G^BFS[LWES HPREIJSPHPF Lm^PNPSPG PRO SKR MIJSKNOKS PN^QRPJFE V PRO LKIEG V sROFP^PJPSS CHMY
RHBL HPREIJSPH G^BFS[LKNNBCMSKS_N TgRRXPF \ aJ ENOPF PNHPFUPJQIPG BNGBNL BJKIKS ^ EJIRKNS[G
G^BFS[LWESPG L BHGM^E UPGMZPHPFhEKD KFBG GMFSHMNNKNS IJEL[NKNKIKHB \ rPRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO
PRO GQS CHMRHBLWESPI UPSPHL EFEIJSEG[I CHMhPIIJMHHBN SPSIJXNPRPI TKJEIhIENNBCnS_ hIBSMHFB IJEY
L[NKNZBS_ jk�l \

d^BFS[LWESPG ^EIPNGPUQIQS SBF[NL KFOMJ^B G^BFS[L EFTMHL BSEGBE SEIJSnSKIE CHMSMGMNNMGY
WBF PRO sD TBD SB GBMSEG[I UEFBL EGKS SBNKNS[FG V BL PNO PNSQH B IJMGKIMI G^BFS[LGKMIJS_N \ a J
ESPHBSn^ UEFBL EGB PRO FPL NEFPKHEI V GMLCNP� NPGQC PJQIZPJ ^PJPS V BZMN B FPL[FESQH EUXTPD NXUQIS
B L QHQIPGGPN ^BN_ IJPNPGhE_ ZMJJB NQSHP \ ]EGPHgNS W PWEJMFOnSBFE V ZMRO B G^BFS[L KNNBC MSMG
KSTPUQIQ^PN UPzFEKNS ¢D BC[FM^ P�CMFPFI CMJESn^ jq�l \ a GEBNBG[N_ GMLCNP� GKMIJ B SEIJSnSKIE
CHMSMGMNN IMHKF EI L PRD PNPFEG V QI B ISBWENESKIE SBHSML KFOMF Gn^gN PRO SHBFJEPFI L PSBISBWEN
KNNBCMS [SKF EHHPR[NKHEI ^ EIPNGPUQI D PNPFZPS L PR jq kl \

x
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a GMZPHPFI KNNBCMSMGGBN UPzFEKNS G^BFS[LWES GQS V B TKJEISQHW PF PROLKIS_N SK^MN PIX GMZPY
HPFI KNNBCMS IJ[CPHCMJnhE_D B \ pFFPG UEFBL EGKD KS ^EJIRKNS[G ^PIJSPIQRPI hIBSMHFKWBF \ a
¤NMhZYR`LW IPRnSIQRQ^PN SPND PI GQC PS BUS[FG BJ KNNBCMS SMHJ[NKIKH_N B ^PIJSPIQR ZBSKIKHB \
r PRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO ZB B G`HFOPJPS `IIJPFOMLMSS ^KG[[LYKNNBCMSWBF ^BF V BJ GPU^PJX PF ZBS
B NPRIQHgNQGPFOPWW MHSMRMFKNEI IJ[CPHCMJnhE_G V � BJ sF \ CKHMI QI CKHBSNBF GMZPHPFI KNNBCMSMG
� LPRGgN`FW`JSPSZPSXIQRQHP jqq V qwl \

d ESPHD PIJSPSSgG B ^QRPI UEL PFJE_I UPSPHL EFEIJSEG[I SK^MNE KNNBCMS CHPCBHKhE_I IQL KS eo]tV
oPLMSP ]SBSP tHPCBHBSEMFf TMNOSMFMI ^KNSMJ_I G^BFS[L HPFUIJPHPGHP jqxl \ r PRL[SBSS[G V
ZMRO PN^ ENPR NPZPSIQRPI MNOBF KNNBCMSMG SK^MNE PNXKNNnSKIB V L PNOPGPS PRO TgRR^QFO CBHBLQSPY
HPJ V L EG`JW PF B GNBIIJEG[I GMLL[FEGKhE_I G`NSIQR hIBG PRO ^BN_I IJKL \

¥ � ¦$.$%'§¨$) �-("') ©$#$%' )ª($¨$)«$%
¬KJEIGMZPHPFI G`JPRFPG BJ MNOBF IC PhEKNEIBF CHPCBHKNS G`JPRPS FP^PJJgG V BZMN B G`JPRPS BNY
GMS_ BSML MG GQS ^BRO S`WW G^BFS[LKNNBCMSB GMZPHPFI IJ[CPHCMFKNS KNNBCMSWBF ^BF \ pRO
ENOPF G`JPRWPF B TQFOELC[NJ[IMG SPHD PUQIP FPL B IJMG^KFOMI L_UMF S`HSQFEG B TPNNQCX
G^BFS[L EFSPHTPHPFhEB D PNPFIQRPG L EBSS \ a jqyl hEGGWPF LPRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO L PRTPNPNX PF
^KNBIJSMSS ZPNOTgRRX BSML E IJ[CPHCMFKNS KNNBCMS PIPSQF k�� ZBSKITMGs FPL NEFPKHEI THPGY
^PFhEBGMF^PHJE_ QHZPSX PN V IJPLWPF B GMFISBFI IJ[CPHCMJnhE_D s TKJIEGMZPHPFI G`JPRW PF GBCY
ZBS_ y� ZBSKITMGGBN \ pWWXN BJ PHPULQFOWXN QI GMHKWWE V TKJEIGMZPHPF G`JPRPGHP ^MFBSGMJ_
PHPULQFOPEFGWXN nHS[G B jq�l L PRZn^MSS `IIJPTMRNBN_ hEGGPS \

a TKJEIGMZPHPF G`JPRPG LQUE[LGQFS IJMNRKNZBSFBG BJ KNSBNKFMI HPNBSE^ ESKIPNL QNPS MCSEGBE
BFBN_REKEFBG LPR^BN_InSKIKZMJ \ a ICMFSKF CKHGPNSQIZPJ ^PJPSX ZPNOJPSPG e�FH[ZYP®PGS[I V
vB¯GEFR P®PGS[If QI BJ PJJPN BFBN_R V LMJR_ G`JPRPGWPF SPHD PUX Z[NNKLMGFKN W PG`^PSGPJX
Z[NNKLGBSBIJSH_TKG G`J`I D PNNPL JXD P B NMRBHESL EG[I TKJEIIJEFR[NBHESKI \ pJ B ^EIPNGPUQI L PRY
D PNPFEG PRO IMH D PNPFIQR LMUPNNPJQIQFQN V nRO S`WWPG G`J`SS TQFOSPHD PUQI PRO RHB^ESKhE_I TPGPSP
NO[G G`HFOQGQF V ZBFRSPHD PUQI B NMGKNEI ZBFRIPW PIIQRPS KSNQCX LMJR_ G`JPRWPF V IJEFR[NKHEI
U EPNPGSHEG[LWBF SPHD PUX PNPGSHML KRFPIPI Z[NNKLMG V ENNPS^P PNPGSHML KRFPIPIPF EFU[GKNS KSY
NKSIJ_IKR G`HgNL QFOPE G`J`SS eTKJEIGMZPHPF G`JPRf SPHD PUX sF \ NBIIs TQFO B hIMCMHSIPW PIIQR
JQH_ CMFSD B G`HgN \ aJ EIL PHS C QNUKG L EFUPROEGQW PF B NMRBHESL EG[IBF IJEFR[NKHEI TKJEIGESP^X
^BN_I HQIJP PRQIJ ^BRO TQNPRQIJ IJKL \ ° NSBNKFMIBF V B ¢BRHBFRP TgRR^QFOWXN GEEFU[N^B IEGPHgNS
W PNKSF[FG V ZMRO PJ B S[NBD UMFIKR V FQZKFO BNBC^PSX TPNSQSPN SPND PIgNQIP PIPSQF L EFUER ERBJ \
a zJEGBENBR QHUPGPI PROEHKFOs ENNPS^P IJELLPSHEG[I PIPSPGW PF B NMRBHESL EG[IBF IJEFR[NKHEI
TKJEIG ESP^X ^BN_I HQIJP L EFUER PRQIJ ^BRO TQNPRQIJ IJKL jq�l \

a RHB^ ESKhE_I TPGPSP NO[GBG PRO EG NPRnRQHPSPIPWW BFBN_R LMUPNND P B NMGKNEI ZBFRIPW PIIQRPS
KSNQC^P LMJR_ ¤MIPYpEFISPEF GMFUPFJKS[L \ iSS ^KHZBS_ PROPI LMUPNNPG IJPHEFS V ZMRO B
G`JPRWPF SPHD PUX ZBFRZ[NNKLMG B vB¯GEFR KNSBN L PRD _IMNS SPHL EG[I I[RKHJKIS CHMU[GKND KG \
a GnIQHNPSE L PR^BN_InSKI BJMFWBF L EFUPUUER L QR FPL S`HSQFS L PR \ pRO G^KJEYPROUEL PFJE_I
KHBL NKIS BNBC[N ^Q^P ^EJIRKNS[G L ENOPF TPNSQSPNPG G`J`SS D `ZPS NQSHP B NMGKNEI ZBFRIPW PIIQRPS
L PRZBNBU_ KHBL NKI \ d EL[SBSS[G V ZMRO ¡B[IIYFOBNKWWBN hIBCUKJMSS GMFUPFJKS[L PIPSQF
GPSSXI PIPL QFOZMHEJMFS zRJPNZPSX L PR \ rPRBUS[G BJS B GHESEG[I L EFEL KNEI CMSPFhEKNS V BL PNO
GMFISBFI SPHgNPSm hIBCUKJKI PIPSQF IJgGIQRPI BZZMJ V ZMRO BJ PIPL QFOZMHEJMFS L PRD PNPFD PF \
d EIJKL nSMSS[G BJ BFBN_R vB¯GEFRYI[RKHJKI ZXLQHIQGNPSQS QI L PRL[SBSS[G V ZMRO BJ hI[CKF
B hIBCUKJ_ C MSPFhEKN PHXIIQRQSXN TgRR jq�l \

y
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jkl A \  \   ESBFM^ V ² \ d EI V BFU ¤ \³ \ ]ZMHP
´µ¶ ·¸·¹º ·» ¼½º¾º½µ¹ µ¿ ¾ À·Á ·¹ ·¸¾º· ºÂ µÃÄ·Å·Ä ÆÇÆº·È ÉÇ ¾¹ ·Ä Ä½Ê º½¼¾Ä ÄÇ Ê µÄ¾¸½Ë ·À Ä¾Æ ·¸ Ê ÌÄÆ ·tZOI \ oP^ \ a �� V ��wx kxÍkY k� eq��wf \

jql ² \ d EI V a \ dBHCBSE V ¤ \³ \ ]ZMHP V BFU A \  \   ESBFM^
Îº½ÈÌÄ¾º·À Ï¾È ¾¹ ¾À½¾É¾º½¼ Ê¾ÆÆ¾Á · ÐÎ ÑÒÏÓÔÕ ¾È µ¹Á À·Á ·¹ ·¸¾º·ÃÄ·Å·Ä È ¾¹½¿ µÄÀÆtZOI \ oP^ \ a �� V �ywx�yÍkYq� eq��xf \

jwl ² \ d EI V A \  \   ESBFM^ V a \ dBHCBCSE V Ö \ ¤BHSZPN V d \ ¤PHRL BFF
´¸·¾º½µ¹ µ¿ ¾¸É½º¸¾¸Ç ¼µ¶ ·¸·¹º ÆÌÊ ·¸Ê µÆ½º½µ¹ Æº¾º·Æ ÉÇ Æº½ÈÌÄ¾º·À Ï¾È ¾¹ ¾À½¾É¾º½¼ Ê¾ÆÆ¾Á ·tZOI \ oP^ \ a �q V �wwx�w eq��yf \

jxl ² \ d EI V p \ tBICBNBGEI V ¬ \ oPFJMFE V BFU ] \ ]SPFZMNL
´µ¹º¸µÄ Ä½¹Á È ¾º·¸½¾Ä ÉÇ Ä½Á¶ º ¾¹À Ä½Á¶ º ÉÇ È ¾º·¸½¾Ä Å½¾ ¾À½¾É¾º½¼ Ê ¸µ¼·ÆÆ ·ÆahSB tZOI \ v[F \ ¤ q� V k� kY k�x eq��xf \

jyl a \ dBHCBSE V ² \ d EI V BFU t\ aUBL
×¹Á ½¹ ··¸½¹Á È ½» ·À Æº¾º·Æ ½¹ ¾ À·Á ·¹·¸¾º· ¿ µÌ¸ÃÆº¾º· ÆÇÆº·ÈtZOI \ oP^ \ ¢PSS \ �w V k�w��wÍkYx eq��xf \

j�l i \ cZBFMC[NMI V p \ tBICBNBGEI V BFU ² \ d EI
Ø¾Æ ·¸ÃÀ¸½Å ·¹ ¼µ¶ ·¸·¹º È ¾¹½Ê ÌÄ¾º½µ¹ µ¿ È µÄ·¼ÌÄ¾¸ ¼¶ ½¸¾Ä½ºÇÖZPL \ tZOI \ ¢PSS \ w�� V qq�Yqwy eq��xf \

j�l a \ dBHCBSE V t\ aUBL V ² \ d EI V BFU � \ �BFIJGO
Îºµ¼¶¾Æº½¼ Ì¹¸¾Å·Ä½¹Á µ¿ º¶ · º½È ·Ã·ÅµÄÌº½µ¹ µÊ ·¸¾ºµ¸ µ¿ µÊ ·¹ ÙÌ¾¹ºÌÈ ÆÇÆº·È
p[HMCZOI \ ¢PSS \ �y V q�� eq���f \

j�l a \ dBHCBSE V t\ aUBL V � \ �BFIJGO
Ó È ·º¶ µÀ ¿ µ¸ ¼¾Ä¼ÌÄ¾º½¹Á ºÂ µÃº½È · ¼µ¸¸·Ä¾º½µ¹ ¿ Ì¹ ¼º½µ¹Æ ½¹ º¶ · ÙÌ¾¹ºÌÈ º¸¾Ú ·¼ºµ¸Ç ¾ÊÊ ¸µÃ¾¼¶
� \ bCS ¤ � �[BFS \ ]PL EhN \ bCS \ � V ]��Y]�w eq��xf \

j�l Ö \ ¤BHSZPN V ² \ d EI V � \ ]hZFPEUPH V BFU d \ ¤PHRL BFF
ÑµÈ µÁ¸¾Ê ¶ ½¼ ¸·¼µ¹Æº¸Ì ¼º½µ¹ µ¿ º¶ · ÙÌ¾¹ºÌÈ Æº¾º· ½¹ À·Á ·¹ ·¸¾º· ¾ºµÈ ½¼ ÆÇÆº·ÈÆtZOI \ oP^ a ÆÌÉÈ ½ºº·À

jk�l ² \ d EI BFU p \ tBICBNBGEI
Ó ¸É½º¸¾¸Ç ¸µº¾º½µ¹ ¾¹À ·¹º¾¹Á Ä·È ·¹º µ¿ Û Ì» Î Ü ÝÒÞ ÙÌÉ½ºÆtZOI \ oP^ \ ¤ �� V �qxyk�ÍkY� eq��xf \

jkkl A \ ]BFRM[BHU V p \ tBICBNBGEI V ² \ d EI V � \ �BFIJGOV BFU r \ ¬NPEIhZZB[PH
ß ½Á¶ à À·Ä½ºÇ ÄµÁ ½¼ Á ¾º·Æ ¿ µ¸ Î Ü ÝÒÞ ÃÙÌÉ½ºÆ ¼µÌÊ Ä·À ºµ Ø ´ ¸·Æµ¹¾ºµ¸Æ
tZOI \ oP^ \ a ÆÌÉÈ ½ºº·À

jkql p \ tBICBNBGEI V ² \ d EI V p \  M[SIEFBI V a \¬ \ cPHJEI
´µ¹º¸µÄ Ä·À ¸µº¾º½µ¹ ½¹ ¾ ÀµÌÉÄ· ÙÌ¾¹ºÌÈ Àµº Æº¸Ì ¼ºÌ¸·tZOI \ oP^ \ ¤ �� V kyywk�ÍkYy eq��xf \
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jkwl ² \ d EI BFU p \ tBICBNBGEI
´µ¹º¸µÄ Ä·À ¼¸·¾º½µ¹ µ¿ ·¹º¾¹Á Ä·À Æº¾º·Æ µ¿ ·» ¼½ºµ¹Æ ½¹ ¼µÌÊ Ä·À ÙÌ¾¹ºÌÈ ÀµºÆ
� \ aCCN \ tZOI \ �� V wxwyYwxw� eq��xf \

jkxl � \ AM^MSFáV r \ âSPTBãKG V c \ d EII V i \ �P� {
´µ¹º¸µÄ µ¿ ·¹º¾¹Á Ä·È ·¹º ½¹ ÒÆ½¹Á ÃºÇÊ · ¹ ·ºÂ µ¸äÆ Â ½º¶ µ¹ · ¾¹À ºÂ µ ·» ¼½º¾º½µ¹Æ� \ tZOI \ a � rBSZ \ ¡PF \ w� V ����Y�k�w eq��yf \

jkyl r \ âSPTBãKG V c \ d EII V i \ �P� BFU ¤ \ rMZHEFR
Ñ¶ · È ··º½¹Á Ê ¸µÉÄ·È ½¹ º¶ · ÙÌ¾¹ºÌÈ Â¾Ää
� \ tZOI \ a � rBSZ \ ¡PF \ w� V kx��yY kx��w eq���f \

jk�l r \ dMFEMHhJOG BFU   \ ¤[JPG
å µ¹È ¾» ½È ¾Ä ÄÇ ·¹º¾¹Á Ä·À É¾Æ ·Æ ¾¹À º¶ ·½¸ ¾ÊÊ Ä½¼¾º½µ¹ ½¹ ·¹º¾¹Á Ä·È ·¹º Ê Ì¸½à ¼¾º½µ¹ Å½¾
ÆÂ ¾ÊÊ ½¹ÁtZOI \ oP^ \ a �kV �wqww k eq��yf \

jk�l r \ dMFEMHhJOG V t\ oBChBF V BFU   \ ¤[JPG
Þ ½¸·¼º Å ·¸ÆÌÆ È ·¾ÆÌ¸·È ·¹ºÃ¾ÆÆ½Æº·À É½Ê¾¸º½º· ·¹º¾¹Á Ä·È ·¹º ½¹ ÈÌÄº½ÙÌÉ½º ÆÇÆº·ÈÆ ¾¹À º¶ ·½¸ÀÇ¹¾È ½¼¾Ä Á ·¹ ·¸¾º½µ¹ ½¹ ÆÊ ½¹ ÆÇÆº·ÈÆtZOI \ oP^ \ a �q V �qqwqk eq��yf \

jk�l r \ dMFEMHhJOG V   \ ¤[JPG V BFU t\ aUBL
Î½ÈÌÄ¾º½µ¹ µ¿ Á ·¹ ·¸¾ºµ¸Æ µ¿ æ ¾¸ä µÅ½¾¹ ÀÇ¹¾È ½¼Æ µ¹ Ê ¸µÁ¸¾ÈÈ¾ÉÄ· ÙÌ¾¹ºÌÈ Ê ¸µ¼·ÆÆ µ¸Æp[H \ tZOI \ � \ � w� V q�yYq� k eq���f \

jk�l ¤ \ v EPIL BOH V r \ dMFEMHhJOG V BFU v \ ABHFZMTPH
æ ¾» ½È ½Ë ½¹Á ¹ ·¾¸·ÆºÃ¹ ·½Á¶ Éµ¸ ·¹º¾¹Á Ä·È ·¹º ½¹ à ¹½º·ÄÇ ¼µ¸¸·Ä¾º·À ÙÌÉ½º ¼¶¾½¹ÆtZOI \ oP^ \ a �w V �wqw k� eq���f \

jq�l c \ d EII V i \ �P� V ¡ \ a NW PH V BFU ] \  OL çSBN
´µÈÊ Ä·» ¼¶¾µÆ ½¹ º¶ · ¼µ¹À½º½µ¹¾Ä ÀÇ¹¾È ½¼Æ µ¿ ÙÌÉ½ºÆtZOI \ oP^ \ a �x V �x�w� ko eq���f \

jq kl c \ d EII V i \ �P� V ¡ \ a NW PH BFU ] \  OLçSBN
´µÈÊ Ä·» ¼¶¾µÆ ½¹ ¼µ¹À½º½µ¹¾Ä ÙÌÉ½º ÀÇ¹¾È ½¼Æ ¾¹À Ê Ì¸½à ¼¾º½µ¹ahSB tZOI \ v[FR \ ¤ V BhhPCSPU TMH C[WNEhBSEMF \

jqql � \ a IWMSZ V t\ aUBL V r \ dMFEMHhJOG V BFU � \ �BFIJGO
´µ¶ ·¸·¹ºÃÆº¾º· ÙÌÉ½ºÆ è ·¹º¾¹Á Ä·È ·¹º ¾¹À À·¼µ¶ ·¸·¹ ¼·p[H \ tZOI \ � \ � w� V x�wYx k� eq��xf \

jqwl a \ ¡BWHEI V t\ aUBL V r \ dMFEMHhJOG V BFU � \ �BFIJGO
Þ ½ÆºÌ½¹Á ½Æ¶ ½¹Á Î ¼¶¸µ·À½¹Á ·¸ ¼¾ºÆ ½¹ ÄµÆÆÇ ·¹Å½¸µ¹È ·¹º� \ bCS \ ¤ � �[BFS \ ]PL EhN \ bCS \ � V ]�xY]�� eq��xf \

jqxl ² \ d[H[hJ V t\ aUBL V ² \ d EI V BFU � \ �BFIJGO
´µ¹º½¹ÌµÌÆ Å¾¸½¾ÉÄ· ¸·È µº· Æº¾º· Ê ¸·Ê¾¸¾º½µ¹tZOI \ oP^ \ a �q V �yqw ky eq��yf \
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jqyl ² \ d EI BFU p \ tBICBNBGEI
×¹¶¾¹ ¼½¹Á ¹µ¹Ä½¹ ·¾¸ ¿ ¸·ÙÌ ·¹ ¼Ç ¼µ¹Å·¸Æ½µ¹ ÌÆ½¹Á ÆÊ¾º½¾Ä ÄÇ À·Ê ·¹À·¹º ¼µ¶ ·¸·¹ ¼·tZOI \ oP^ \ a �� V �xw� k�ÍkY� eq��wf \

jq�l p \ tBICBNBGEI BFU ² \ d EI
å µÅ·Ä å µ¹Ä½¹ ·¾¸ éÊ º½¼¾Ä Ï ·ÆÊ µ¹Æ · µ¿ Ô¶¾Æ · ´µ¶ ·¸·¹º æ ·À½¾oPhPFS oPI \ �P^PN \ bCSEhI w V x k�Yxw� eq��wf eEF^ESPU f \

jq�l c \ d EII BFU � \ ¢PMFZBHUS
ÑµÂ¾¸ÀÆ ¾ ¼Ä¾ÆÆ½à ¼¾º½µ¹ µ¿ Â¾Å· ¼¾º¾Æº¸µÊ ¶ ·Æ� \ bCS \ a � t[HP BFU aCCNEPU bCSEhI � V ]qx� Y ]qx� eq��xf \

jq�l ] \ ¡ EM^BFBJJE V Ö \ ¬BHHPN V c \ d EII V � \ ¢PMFZBHUS {
´µ¹À½º½µ¹Æ ¿ µ¸ µ¹ ·ÃÀ½È ·¹Æ½µ¹¾Ä ÆÌÊ ·¸Æ µ¹½¼ Û µÂ µ¿ ÙÌ¾¹ºÌÈ Á¾Æ ·ÆtZOI \ oP^ \ a �� V ��w��q eq��xf \
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We propose a scheme for high-fidelity quantum logic gates based on superconducting quantum
interference devices (SQUID). The qubits are encoded in the two lowest (ground) states of an
asymmetric SQUID. To realize single- and two-qubit quantum operations, the SQUIDs are coupled
to external microwave fields as well as to a common high-Q quantized LC resonator in a tripod
coupling scheme involving the two stable ground states, an additional lower level (auxiliary state),
and an excited state. Due to the rather large dipole moments of SQUIDs, conditions equivalent to
the strong coupling regime of cavity-QED can easily be reached. To accommodate the parameter
uncertainties inherent to any solid-state system we propose a scheme based on adiabatic passage
along quasi-dark states. Moreover, the proposed pulse sequence minimizes the occupation of the
decaying auxiliary state, leading to high fidelity operations.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Lx, 85.25.Dq

In the past decade considerable effort has been devoted
to the development of solid-state systems for realizing a
scalable quantum computer. Josephson-junction based
quantum bits (qubits) [1] are one of the most promis-
ing candidates to encode quantum information: Super-
conducting quantum interference devices (SQUIDs) pos-
sess very large dipole moments, several orders of magni-
tude larger than atomic systems, which provides strong
coupling to electromagnetic fields. Moreover, Josephson-
junction based qubits can be coupled in various ways
using elements of microelectronics, e.g. capacitors and
inductances [2–5]. In Refs. [4, 5] an LC circuit has been
proposed for a quantum coupling of superconducting
charge qubits. This coupling scheme has been applied for
SQUIDs as well [6]. Here the LC circuit corresponds to a
high-Q one-dimensional cavity with small effective mode
volume. The large dipole moment of SQUIDs together
with the small effective mode volume of the LC resonator
make it comparatively easy to achieve the strong coupling
regime, where the vacuum Rabi-frequency g of the res-
onator coupling is much larger than both the resonator
decay rate κ and the decay rate γ of the involved tran-
sitions. In particular, in [4, 5], a value of g2/(κγ) ≈ 104

was reported, which is two orders of magnitude larger
[7] than achievable in cavity quantum electrodynamics
(CQED) [8].

However, solid-state devices are artificially created
objects, hence their characteristic properties are non-
uniform. Transition frequencies, dipole moments etc.
vary from sample to sample. A relevant quantum com-
putation would require the usage on the order of 104

qubits, hence we need a control scheme which is toler-
ant with respect to the fluctuations of system parame-
ters. Adiabatic methods fall into this category. Although
there exists several proposals for the construction of one-
and two-qubit logic gates [9–15] by adiabatic passage in

atomic system, they all require the use of elementary
systems which have in addition to the two (meta)stable
qubit states an auxiliary third (meta)stable state, which
is populated throughout the operation. In SQUIDs where
the qubit states are encoded in the quantized flux states,
there are, however, at most two (meta)stable, localized
states, and even these states are subject to dephasing.
Hence, for implementing quantum logic, schemes are
needed which make a compromise between (a) short op-
eration time to diminish the influence of decoherence and
(b) adiabaticity required for robustness. In the present
paper, we propose corresponding schemes adapted to
SQUID configurations. In particular, we consider a swap
gate and an entangling gate. Compared to alternative
proposals [6, 12, 15–17], our scheme combines several
advantages: A small number of pulses is used defining
simple algorithms. Moreover, the control scheme is adi-
abatic, hence it is tolerant to nonuniform device prop-

erties, such as energy-level separation and magnitude of
the dipole moments. As mentioned above, in SQUID
systems the auxiliary state is necessarily an excited, de-
caying state unlike in atomic systems. Therefore, it is
a particular advantage of our scheme that the auxiliary
state is only briefly populated, hence the effects of dissi-

pation are greatly reduced.

Let us consider a SQUID consisting of a micron sized
superconducting loop interrupted by a Josephson junc-
tion. In this system, the magnetic flux Φ that intercepts
the SQUID loop is subject to the potential [18]

U(Φ) =
(Φ − Φx)2

2L
− EJ cos

(

2π
Φ

Φ0

)

. (1)

Here, L is the SQUID inductance, Φx is the magnetic flux
resulting from an external magnetic field, EJ = IcΦ0/2π
is the maximum value of the Josephson energy, with Ic

being the critical current of the junction, and Φ0 = h/2e
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Coupling scheme for the SQUID sys-
tem: Ωa and Ω1 describe the Rabi frequencies of classical
external microwave fields, whereas g stand for the coupling
strength between the SQUID and the LC circuit field.

is the flux quantum. We describe a realistic SQUID sys-
tem [19] characterized by the inductance L = 100 pH, the
capacitance C = 40 fF and the critical current Ic=3.95
µA. We also take Φx ≈ Φ0/2. For this set of parameters,
the potential exhibits a double-well shape, see fig. 1, the
energy levels are given by E0 = 0, E1 = 0.08199meV,
Ea = 0.18152meV, and Ee = 0.32073meV. The two lo-
calized ground states form the qubit states {|0〉, |1〉}. It
would be desirable to have at least three potential wells
with three localized ground states. This would require
either the increase of the Josephson energy, or the in-
crease of the SQUID inductance. Both quantities are,
however, limited by the physical properties of the junc-
tion, and it seems very difficult to obtain a triple-well
potential. Thus any auxiliary state is always an excited
state. Furthermore, although the SQUID states have
comparatively long T1 time, the dephasing time (T2) is
short thus requiring a short operation time.

We consider a four level tripod-type coupling configu-
ration of such a rf-SQUID qubit (see fig. 1). The ground
state |0〉 is coupled resonantly to an excited state |e〉 by
the quantized field of a microwave circuit (of constant
coupling g). The state |1〉 and the auxiliary state |a〉 are
coupled to |e〉 by external microwave fields. These cou-
plings are parameterized by the Rabi frequencies Ω`, the
subscript index ` = 1, a refers to the coupled state. The
LC coupling strength and the Rabi frequency associated
with the microwave field read [17]

g =
1

L

√

ωc

2µ0~
〈0|Φ|e〉

∫

S

Bc(r) dS , (2a)

Ω` =
1

2L~
〈`|Φ|e〉

∫

S

Bmw(r) dS , (2b)

where S is the surface covered by the SQUID loop, Bq(r)
(q = c,mw) is the magnetic field intercepting the SQUID,
and 〈`|Φ|〉 are effective dipole matrix elements in the
generalized coordinates. For realizing quantum logic we
need several such qubits, placed into a cavity and indi-
vidually addressable. The individual addressing can be

achieved by wires placed close to the SQUID rings [20].
Single qubit operations can be implemented by coupling
the qubit states of a single SQUID in a lambda-type con-
figuration [21, 22]. These are local operations, each qubit
state being manipulated independently. Combining the
single-qubit gates with any two-qubit gate provides a uni-
versal set [23], from which an arbitrary quantum circuit
can be built.

Now we turn our attention to the robust implemen-
tation of a controlled-phase (Cphase) gate. Among the
qubits belonging to the register, we chose two SQUIDs
corresponding to the control and target qubits, respec-
tively. We assume that the cavity coupling is not reso-
nant with the other qubits. This could be achieved, e.g.
by switching on local off-resonant couplings Ωa to induce
a Stark shift S of the excited states |e〉 such that g/S ¿ 1.
The RWA Hamiltonian of the Cphase gate operation is
given in the rotating frame by

H = ~∆(|e, c〉〈e, c| + |e, t〉〈e, t|) +

~

2

(

Ω
(c)
1 |e, c〉〈1, c| + g(c)|e, c〉〈0, c| b

+ Ω(t)
a |e, t〉〈a, t| + g(t)|e, t〉〈0, t| b + h.c.

)

, (3)

where b (b†) is the annihilation (creation) operator of
the LC oscillator. The one-photon detuning ∆ is de-
fined as ∆ = (Ee −E1)/~−ω1,mw, and two photon reso-
nance is assumed for the microwave and cavity photons,
(E1 − E0)/~ = ωc − ω1,mw, as well as for the two mi-
crowave photons (Ea − E1)/~ = ω1,mw − ωa,mw. Here,
Ei (i = 0, 1, a, e) are the eigenenergies associated with
the SQUID qubit states |i〉. The superscripts (t, c) refer
to the control or target qubits, respectively. The initial
state of the two-qubit subsystem is given by

|ψ0〉 =
(

c00|00〉 + c01|01〉 + c10|10〉 + c11|11〉
)

|0〉 , (4)

where the first digit denotes the state of the control qubit,
the second one corresponds to the target qubit and the
state |0〉 at the end describes the photon vacuum, i.e. an
empty cavity. The Cphase gate operation consists of two
steps:

Step 1: transfer the population from state |10〉|0〉 to
state |0a〉|0〉 via the LC resonator mode, without altering
the populations in the states |00〉|0〉, |01〉|0〉 and |11〉|0〉
by an adiabatic process. The Hamiltonian of Eq. (3)
admits the following dark states [9, 12, 15, 22] (apart
from normalization factors):

|00〉|0〉, (5a)

|01〉|0〉, (5b)

g(c)Ω
(t)
a |10〉|0〉 + g(t)Ω

(c)
1 |0a〉|0〉 − Ω

(c)
1 Ω

(t)
a |00〉|1〉, (5c)

Ω
(c)
1 |01〉|1〉 − g(c)|11〉|0〉 . (5d)

For the population transfer we use the third dark state
(5c). The applied pulse sequence is the counterintuitive
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pulse sequence of STIRAP [24], i.e. Ω
(t)
a applied before

Ω
(c)
1 with some overlap. Unlike in the original proposal

[9], here we allow for g ≈ Ωmax, Ωmax = max{Ω(t)
a ,Ω

(c)
1 }.

This is done in order to make the population transfer
faster, such that the main source of decoherence, which
is the decay of the auxiliary state, is reduced (see later
discussion). The drawback is that now the LC resonator
attains a finite population during the operation time. It
can be readily seen that the first two states in the super-
position state of Eq. (4) are not involved in the popula-
tion transfer, since they coincide with the dark states (5a)
and (5b), respectively. The fourth state in |ψ0〉 coincides
with the dark state of Eq. (5d) at the beginning of the
population transfer. Then, some population is placed to
the state |01〉|1〉, and at the end of the pulse sequence the
population returns to state |11〉|0〉. The resulting state
is

|ψ1〉 =
(

c00|00〉+c01|01〉+eı(ϕ(t)
a

−ϕ
(c)
1 )c10|0a〉+c11|11〉

)

|0〉 ,

where ϕ
(t)
a − ϕ

(c)
1 is the relative phase of the laser fields

Ω
(c)
1 and Ω

(t)
a .

Step 2: repeat the previous population transfer pro-

cess with reversed pulse order, i.e. Ω
(c)
1 followed by Ω

(t)
a ,

and allowing some phase shift (ϕ
(t)
a −ϕ

′ (t)
a ) for Ω

(t)
a . This

process yields the state

|ψ2〉 =
(

c00|00〉+c01|01〉+eı(ϕ(t)
a

−ϕ′ (t)
a

)c10|10〉+c11|11〉
)

|0〉

which coincides with the output state of a Cphase gate.
The phase is set by the relative phase of the laser pulses
applied in the 1st and 2nd steps and can be controlled
with high accuracy. Hence, we avoid the use of non-
robust dynamical phases, which depend on the area of
the applied pulses [10, 12, 25–27]. Furthermore, since
the second pulse of the 1st step and the first pulse of
the 2nd step are the same, the entangling gate can be
realized with a simple sequence of three pulses. Most
importantly the auxiliary state is only populated when

the intermediate pulse Ω
(c)
1 is larger than Ω

(t)
a .

The exchange of unknown quantum information be-
tween two qubits can be realized by a SWAP gate. The
SWAP operation could be decomposed to three Cphase
gate and nine one-qubit gates [15]. We show in what
follows a simpler alternative technique which uses an ad-
ditional qubit. The RWA Hamiltonian of the SWAP op-
eration is given in the rotating-wave picture by

H = ~∆(|e, x〉〈e, x| + |e, y〉〈e, y| + |e, a〉〈e, a|)

+
~

2

(

Ω
(x)
1 |e, x〉〈1, x| + g(x)|e, x〉〈0, x| b

+ Ω
(y)
1 |e, y〉〈1, y| + g(y)|e, y〉〈0, y| b+

+ Ω
(a)
1 |e, a〉〈1, a| + g(a)|e, a〉〈0, a| b + h.c.

)

.(6)

Besides coupling to the cavity field, the two SQUID sites
x, y and the ancilla qubits interact with an external mi-
crowave field Ω(q) (q = x, y, a) nearly resonant with the
transition |1, q〉–|e, q〉. The initial state of the three-qubit
subsystem is given by

|ψ0〉 = |0〉(c00|00〉 + c01|01〉 + c10|10〉 + c11|11〉)|0〉 , (7)

where the first digit denotes the state of the ancilla qubit
prepared in state |0〉, the second and third ones refer to
the two sites x and y, respectively, and at the end |0〉
describes the photon number in the cavity. The SWAP
operation consists of three steps similar to the Cphase
operation:

Step 1: transfer the population from state |0a1x〉|0〉
to state |1a0x〉|0〉 using the pulse-sequence Ω

(a)
1 –Ω

(x)
1 by

the adiabatic following of the dark state

g(a)Ω
(x)
1 |1a0x〉|0〉 + g(x)Ω

(a)
1 |0a1x〉|0〉

−Ω
(a)
1 Ω

(x)
1 |0a0x〉|1〉. (8)

The state |0a0x〉|0〉 is a dark state, therefore, the popu-
lations in the first two states of the initial superposition
state of Eq. (7) are preserved. The resulting state is

|ψ1〉 = (c00|0〉|00〉+c01|0〉|01〉+c10|1〉|00〉+c11|1〉|01〉)|0〉 .

Step 2: transfer the population from state |0x1y〉|0〉 to

state |1x0y〉|0〉 using the pulse-sequence Ω
(x)
1 –Ω

(y)
1 . This

population transfer is realized by the adiabatic following
of the dark state (8) where the superscript indices (a)
and (x) have to be replaced by (x) and (y), respectively.
This transfer leads to the state

|ψ2〉 = (c00|0〉|00〉+c01|0〉|10〉+c10|1〉|00〉+c11|1〉|10〉)|0〉 .

Step 3: transfer the population from state |1a0y〉|0〉 to

state |0a1y〉|0〉 using the pulse-sequence Ω
(y)
1 –Ω

(a)
1 . Dur-

ing the transfer, the system follows the dark states of
Eq. (8) where the indices (a) and (x) should be replaced
by (y) and (a), respectively. The resulting state coincides
with the output state of the SWAP gate

|ψ3〉 = (c00|0〉|00〉+c01|0〉|10〉+c10|0〉|01〉+c11|0〉|11〉)|0〉 .

Since the second pulse of each step is again the same as
the first one of the next step, the SWAP gate can be
implemented by using four pulses only. Similarly to the
Cphase gate, the resonator is negligibly populated pro-
vided that the resonator coupling is significantly stronger
than the microwave field couplings. It is worth noting
that as opposed to the Cphase gate the excited SQUID
states are never populated during the process. This leads
to a higher fidelity of the SWAP gate as compared to the
Cphase gate.

In order to verify our scheme and to estimate the fi-
delity of the gate operations we compared the result of
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Numerical simulation of a
Cphase(−π/8) gate. Populations (full line and left scale) and
probability amplitudes (real part dashed line, imaginary part
dotted line on the right scale) versus time for the initial states
(from the top to the bottom) |00〉|0〉, |01〉|0〉, |10〉|0〉, |11〉|0〉.
Last frame: Rabi frequencies as a function of time.

the analytic consideration with numerical simulations for
the Cphase(−π/8) gate, see fig. 2. The time evolu-
tion of four states is shown: the states |00〉|0〉, |01〉|0〉
and |11〉|0〉 are unchanged after the interaction with
the three subsequent pulses, whereas |01〉|0〉 acquires
a phase shift of −π/8. The sequence of pulses is in-
duced by cosine squared pulses and the corresponding

Rabi frequencies are given by Ω
(t,1)
a (τ) = Ω

(c)
1 (τ + T ),

Ω
(t,2)
a (τ) = Ω

(c)
1 (τ−T ), Ω

(c)
1 (τ) = Ωmax cos (τ/T )

2
. In or-

der to fulfill adiabaticity, the conditions ΩmaxT, g T À 1
has to be satisfied. We chose pulse durations in the
nanosecond regime T ≈ 15 ns. In Ref. [28, 29] the mea-
sured energy relaxation time for a Nb flux qubit was a
few tens of µs, and the dephasing time of several tens of
ns. In Ref. [30], even a dephasing time of a few µs has
been observed in three-Josephson-junction flux qubits.
We thus assume that both relaxation and dephasing pro-
cesses do not play a role in the dynamics on the timescale
of the proposed gate operations. Thus the main source
of error is now the resonator decay. We describe a re-
alistic SQUID system and use the parameters of Refs.
[4, 7, 19], i.e. Ωmax/2 ≈ g/2 ≈ 3.1 × 108s−1 such
that ΩmaxT = gT = 10. Since for these specific values
the cavity coupling is not stronger than the microwave
field coupling, we study the sensitivity of the proposed
gates with respect to dissipation of the resonator. We
include into the model realistic cavity decay chosen to
be κ ≈ 1.3 × 106 s−1 [7]. Depending on the initial

state, the fidelity |〈ψf (with losses)|ψf (without losses)〉|
of the Cphase(−π/8) gate varies between 97% and
100%. The average fidelity coefficient calculated for
c00=c01=c10=c11=1/

√
4 is 98.5%.

In summary, in this work we have presented simple, ef-
ficient and robust schemes, based on adiabatic methods,
for the implementation of high fidelity logic operations.
The schemes rely on state of the art technologies and
thus offers promising perspectives to implement quan-
tum computation and quantum information processing
in solid state systems in the near future.
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A quantum state reconstruction procedure is proposed for retrieving the quantum state of a
degenerate multistate system, in partical the quantum states in Zeeman manifolds. The scheme is
based on a coherent pumping technique, in which the initial state space is coupled to excited states
with an elliptically polarized laser pulse: due to spontaneous emission the system relaxes into the
dark states defined by the filter laser and into some other states outside the initial state space.
The population pumped into the dark subspace is measured in a subsequent step. It is shown that
by varying the polarization state of the filter laser, the initial quantum state of the system can
be retrieved from the measured populations with high fidelity. Finally, the accuracy of the state
reconstruction procedure is studied.

PACS numbers: 03.65.Wj,32.80.Qk,32.80.Bx

I. INTRODUCTION

What are the relative phases in the superposition quan-
tum state? This question is often asked when coherent
light-matter processes are studied. The advent of high
intensity, narrow bandwidth and coherent electromag-
netic radiation sources (masers and lasers) opened several
new research areas where atomic coherent superposition
states play a central role. Nowadays such superpositions
are routinely created in many laboratories, and a vast
arsenal of phenomena is based on them. Just to mention
but a few, preparation of Rydberg atoms [1, 2] and cav-
ity QED experiments [3], coherent control of molecular
dynamics [4], dark resonances and high precision spec-
troscopy [5], field propagation in phase coherent media
[6, 7], and coherent control of atomic states [8–10].

The coherent superposition of nondegenerate states
leads to the formation of wave packets, which are objects
evolving with time. In this work we consider the coherent
superposition of degenerate states, which are stationary
objects with no dynamical phase involved. The Zeeman
multiplets of levels with J > 0 provide such sets of degen-
erate levels. Spectroscopic measurements revealed first
the occurrence of Zeeman coherences [5, 11–14]. Follow-
ing these observations several applications have been de-
veloped that rely on Zeeman coherences. Examles are the
Hanle effect [15–17], mapping of Zeeman coherences to
cavity field [18–20], lasing without inversion [21–23], elec-
tromagnetically induced transparency [7, 24], slow down
and storage of light pulses [25–27], coherent frequency
conversion [28–30].

Superpositions of Zeeman sublevels can also be created
systematically by means of π-pulse techniques [31, 32], or
using the stimulated Raman adiabatic passage method
[33–44]. All of the above cited methods are capable to

∗Electronic address: zsolt@szfki.hu

various extents to control not only the modulus of the
probability amplitudes associated with the components
of the prepared superposition states, but the relative
phases among them as well.

The preparation of such coherences is only part of the
challenge. Equally challenging is the design of meth-
ods which allow the full characterization of such quantm
states. We need a procedure that permits the evaluation
of the complex probability amplitudes that define the su-
perposition. Numerous proposals have been advanced for
this purpose: holographic reconstruction schemes have
been developed for Rydberg states [2, 45], the vibrational
wave packet of diatomic molecules can be reconstructed
by means of observing the time-gated fluorescence sig-
nal [46, 47], or using a holographic technique similar to
the Rydberg atoms [48]. In case of Zeeman coherences,
a projective reconstruction technique has been proposed
[49, 50] and demonstrated experimentally [51]. In these
last proposals, the Zeeman sublevels, on which the su-
perposition state is prepared, are coupled to an excited
degenerate level (an other Zeeman multiplet) by an ellip-
tically polarized laser pulse, and part of the population is
transferred to the excited states. By measuring the total
population of the excited states [49–51], information can
be inferred about not only the populations of the initial
superposition state, but also about the coherences among
the Zeeman sublevels as well. Repeating the projective
measurement for various laser polarizations, the full set of
parameters characterizing the superposition state can be
retrieved from the measured populations. The advantage
of this method is that in principle it can be applied to
Zeeman multiplets with arbitrary number of components.
The disadvantage is that it requires π-pulses, which are
delicate to generate at optical frequency.

In the present paper we propose a method for recon-
structing the superposition state on the M = −2, 0, 2
Zeeman sublevels of a J = 2 angular momentum state.
Here J refers to the total angular momentum of the state,
i.e. the sum of the orbital, spin and nuclear angular mo-
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mentums. Examples to systems to which our method
can be applied are e.g. the 3P2 level of the metastable
neon, or the F = 2 levels of the alkali atoms, such as
the widely used 23Na, 85Rb, 87Rb, and 133Cs. The re-
construction scheme is based on the coherent pumping
technique of ref. [52]. The coherent pumping is realized
by coupling the initial level manifold to an excited level
manifold by an elliptically polarized laser pulse. The
excitation process leads to the pumping part of the sys-
tem into the dark states defined by the coherent coupling
field. By repeating the pumping process several times
with different laser polarizations one can steer the den-
sity matrix of the system to a required pure or mixed
quantum state. In the proposed reconstruction scheme
this coherent pumping technique is used to transfer part
of the population from the initial state to the dark states
of the system. The population in the dark states is mea-
sured in a subsequent step, allowing retrival of the pa-
rameters of the superposition state composed from the
M = −2, 0, 2 manifold. This measurement scheme works
in atomic beam experiments where a continuous stream
of identically prepared paricles is available. Application
of the scheme to trapped atoms requires many cycles of
identical preparation followed by a measurement.

The paper is organized as follows: In the next section,
Sec. II, the model system is presented and the master
equation describing the measurement procedure is given.
In Sec. III the late time solution of the master equation
is determined. To this end, the left- and right-hand-side
eigenstates belonging to eigenvalue zero of the Liouvil-
lian are calculated. In Sec. IV, the reconstruction scheme
is worked out for exciting pulses with rectangular enve-
lope, because in this case some important relations can
be obtained in a closed, algebraic form. Then in Sec. V
the accuracy of the reconstruction procedure is analyzed
with respect to the choice of the exciting laser polar-
ization and phase, Sec. V A; to the use of pulses with
Gaussian envelope instead of rectangular, Sec. V B; to
the imperfect setting of the laser field polarization and
phase, Sec. V C. We summarize the results and conclude
the paper in Sec. VI.

II. THE MODEL SYSTEM

Qualitatively, our state-reconstruction procedure
works as follows: the quantum state to be reconstructed
is prepared within the Zeeman sublevels Mg = −2, 0, 2
of some ground state of the system, i.e. a stable or
metastable state with total angular momentum of Jg = 2.
The subspace spanned by these states is called initial
state space. The reason of the restriction on the initial
state space will be discussed at the end of Sec. IV. As
part of the reconstruction process, all sublevels of the
Jg = 2 level are coupled to the sublevels of an excited
state with Je = 1 by the so called filter laser: a coher-
ent laser field with σ± polarization components. The
state space can be divided into two coupled subspaces:
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FIG. 1: Top (a): the level structure of metastable neon used
in the state reconstruction procedure: The state space is
spanned by the magnetic sublevels of the 3P2 level. These
states are coupled to the magnetic sublevels of the 3P1 level
with a nearly resonant, coherent laser pulse. Bottom (b): the
coupling scheme in panel (a) in the dark-bright basis. The
dark states are decoupled from the driving light pulses, how-
ever, they are populated through the spontaneous decay from
the excited sublevels.

a smaller one which consists of the states Mg = −1, 1 of
the ground level and of the state Me = 0 of the excited
level; a larger one consisting of the states Mg = −2, 0, 2
of the ground level (i.e. the states of the initial state
space) and of the states Me = −1, 1 of the excited level.

The coupling configuration is shown in Fig. 1 (a). The
smaller and larger coherently coupled systems are not
coupled by the filter laser, but they are coupled through
the spontaneous decay from the excited level. The re-
sult of the excitation process can be easily understood in
the dark-bright basis [5], defined by the filter laser: the
dark states are decoupled from the driving laser pulses
whereas the bright states, being coupled to excited states,
undergo coherent oscillations.

In the dark-bright basis the system separates to a set
of three two-state systems and two decoupled states [53]
as shown in Fig. 1 (b). The excited states are decaying,
hence the coherent oscillations are accompanied by spon-
taneous decay to lower laying states: the ground state
sublevels under consideration and others outside of the
ground state, e.g. in metastable neon the 3P1 and 1P1

levels which decay further to the electronic ground state
1S0 of Neon. We call the former events “internal” and
the latter “external”. In the course of the internal de-
cay process, both the bright and the dark states may get
populated. However, the population in the dark states is
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not redistributed in the course of the coherent excitation
process. These populations can only increase due to the
spontaneous decay from the excited level. The process
continues until all population is removed from the bright
subspace. As a result, some population is pumped into
the dark subspace via the internal decay process, while
the remaining population is pumped out of the ground
level due to the external decay.

The fraction of the population remaining in the dark
subspace depends on the initial state to be reconstructed,
on the polarization and strength of the filter field, and on
the magnitude of the internal and external decay rates.
The population left in the dark subspace can be mea-
sured in a subsequent step [51]. This is a phase sensitive
measurement, because the dark and bright states are de-
fined by the σ+ and σ− components of the filter laser
with controllable relative amplitude and phase. There-
fore, by varying the polarization of the filter laser field
one may infer information about the initial state of the
system via population measurements.

In the following derivation we determine quantitatively
the amount of population left in the dark subspace and
provide a recipe how to adjust the polarization of the
filter laser field in order to fully reconstruct the initial
state of the systems.

The non-unitary dynamics outlined above is well de-
scribed by the master equation

d

dt
% = − ı

~
[H, %] − γext

2
(Le% + %Le) + (1)

γin

2

∑

l

(

2Ll %L†
l − L†

l Ll % − %L†
l Ll

)

.

The Hamiltonian part characterises the coherent interac-
tion between the atom and the filter laser: in the RWA
picture using the RWA approximation it reads

e g

H = ~

[

∆
1
2Ω

1
2Ω

†
0

]

,
e
g

(2)

where the labels e and g indicate the structure of the
Hamiltonian: g corresponds to the ground energy level,
while e denotes the excited energy level. Here ∆ is a
3 × 3 diagonal matrix (with ∆ in the diagonal and zero
otherwise) that describes the detuning of the coupling
fields from the transition frequency between the ground
and excited levels, and the coupling matrix Ω is defined
as

Ω =

















√
6√
10

Ω+ 0
1√
10

Ω− 0 0

0

√
3√
10

Ω+ 0

√
3√
10

Ω− 0

0 0
1√
10

Ω+ 0

√
6√
10

Ω−

















(3)
where the amplitudes Ω± are associated with the σ± po-
larization components of the driving field [54], see fig. 1.

The Rabi frequencies are given by the amplitudes Ω±

multiplied by the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients (which are
the square-root rational fractions in the Ω matrix) asso-
ciated with the dipole transitions between the Jg = 2 and
Je = 1 angular momentum states. In the coupling ma-
trix the column index runs over the interval [−2, . . . , 2]
corresponding to the magnetic sublevels of the ground
level, while the row index runs over the interval [−1, 0, 1]
corresponding to the magnetic sublevels of the excited
level. In the master equation (1) the symbols γin and
γext characterise the internal and external radiative de-
cay rates, respectively. The flip operators are defined as

L− =
1√
10

|g, 0〉〈e,−1| +
√

3√
10

|g,+1〉〈e, 0|

+

√
6√
10

|g,+2〉〈e,+1| , (4a)

Lπ =

√
3√
10

|g,−1〉〈e,−1| + 2√
10

|g, 0〉〈e, 0|

+

√
3√
10

|g,+1〉〈e,+1| , (4b)

L+ =

√
6√
10

|g,−2〉〈e,−1| +
√

3√
10

|g,−1〉〈e, 0|

+
1√
10

|g, 0〉〈e,+1| , (4c)

where the subscript l = −, π,+ of Ll describes the change
of the magnetic quantum number in the course of the
transition. The states |q,M〉 correspond to the Zeeman
sublevels of the ground or excited levels (q = g, e), where
the index M refers to the magnetic quantum number of
the sublevel. Finally, the projector Le is defined by

Le =
∑

M=−1,0,+1

|e,M〉〈e,M | . (5)

It can be readily verified that

∑

l

L†
l Ll = Le . (6)

Therefore, the master equation (1) reads in a compact
form

d

dt
% = L % = − ı

~
[H, %] − γext + γin

2
(Le% + %Le)

+γin

∑

l

Ll %L†
l , (7)

where we introduced the symbol L for the Liouvillian, de-
noting a linear mapping that acts on the density matrix
%. The Liouvillian corresponds to the linear mapping de-
fined by the right-hand-side of the master equation. The
first term describes the Hamiltonian dynamics governed
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by the coherent coupling fields, the second term corre-
sponds to the decay of the excited level and the coher-
ences between the ground and excited levels, while the
third term accounts for the incoherent population of the
ground states due to the internal decay process. Even
though the decay process is incoherent, it creates in gen-
eral coherent superposition states because multiple decay
events occur simultaneously: the step operators of Eq. (4)
describe simultaneous decay events, as a consequence of
the degeneracy of the upper and lower states. Moreover,
this master equation doesn’t preserve the norm of the
density operator because it is not in the Lindblad form:
without the external decay (formally setting γext = 0)
the master equation would be in the Lindblad form, but
the external decay describes population loss from the sys-
tem under study, hence the norm of the density operator
necessarily decreases. In the next section we discuss the
details of our state reconstruction procedure.

III. MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND OF THE

STATE RECONSTRUCTION

The master equation (7) describes a relaxation process
to some stationary state, the determination of which is
the purpose of this section. To this end, we follow the
derivation of ref. [52]. The solution of Eq. (7) for sta-
tionary (CW) driving field reads

%(t) = eLt %0 =

64
∑

i=1

eλit(%
(i)
L |%0) %

(i)
R , (8)

where λi is the ith eigenvalue of the Liouvillan, %
(i)
L (%

(i)
R )

span the left (right) eigensystem of L, respectively. In
total there are (2Jg + 1) + (2Je + 1) Zeeman sublevels
involved in the excitation process, hence for our choice
of Jg = 2 and Je = 1, the operator L acts on a 64 di-
mensional linear space of density matrices. The scalar
product (¤|¤) is evaluated as Tr{%a %b}. In general, the
left (right) hand eigenvectors do not form orthogonal sets,
but they are mutually orthogonal, hence they can be cho-
sen orthonormal

(%
(i)
L |%(j)

R ) = δij . (9)

Since the master equation (7) describes a relaxation
process, the norm of the density matrix cannot increase.
Therefore, the real parts of the eigenvalues λi of L must
be equal to or smaller than zero, i.e. <(λi) ≤ 0, see also
[55]. Consequently, for a long enough time evolution, all
terms in the series expansion of Eq. (8) which are asso-
ciated with eigenvalues with negative real part vanish.
Only those terms which belong to the eigenvalue zero
remain. The eigenstates that belong to the eigenvalue
zero are the stationary states of the Liouvillian. They
are defined by the equations

L %
(i)
R = 0 , (10a)

%
(i)
L L = 0 , (10b)

where the indices i = 1 . . . N0 label the stationary solu-
tions. With these eigenstates, the long-time solution of
the master equation (7) is given by

%(∞) =

N0
∑

i=1

(%
(i)
L |%0) %

(i)
R , (11)

In the following subsections we describe how to obtain
the left- and right-hand-side stationary states of the Li-
ouvillian.

A. The right-hand-side stationary states of the

Liouvillian operator

In this section we derive the right-hand-side station-
ary states of the Liouvillian operator, i.e. the solutions
of Eq. (10a). We begin with the decomposition of the
density operator % in the bare atomic basis as

% =

[

%ee %eg

%ge %gg

]

, (12)

where %ee is defined in the excited state set, %gg in the
ground state set, and %ge/eg are the coherences between
them. For brevity, we omit the subscript R. Using the
decomposition of Eq. (12), the Eq. (10a) takes the form

−ı

[

Ω%ge − %egΩ
†

∆%eg + Ω%gg − %eeΩ

−∆%ge − %ggΩ
† + Ω

†%ee Ω
†%eg − %geΩ

]

−γext + γin

2

[

2%ee %eg

%ge 0

]

+ γin

∑

l

[

0 0

0 Ll%eeL
†
l

]

= 0 .

(13)

The right-hand-side stationary states cannot have com-
ponents of excited states due to the radiative decay, hence
%ee = %ge/eg = 0. It follows that Eq. (13) simplifies to

[

0 Ω%gg

−%ggΩ
†

0

]

= 0 . (14)

This equation says that the right-hand-side station-
ary states of the Liouvillian are composed of the
dark/stationary states of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2).
They are given by

Φ
(1)
D =

1

N1
[0, 0, 0, 0,−Ω−, 0,Ω+, 0]T , (15a)

Φ
(2)
D =

1

N2
[0, 0, 0,Ω2

−, 0,−
√

6Ω−Ω+, 0,Ω2
+]T .(15b)

The stationary states depend only on the relative am-
plitudes of the σ− and σ+ components of the filter laser,
and not on the absolute magnitudes of these components.
There are four different ways of forming normalised den-
sity matrices from these states, a possible choice for the
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right-hand-side stationary states reads

%
(1)
R =

1√
2

(

|Φ(1)
D 〉〈Φ(1)

D | + |Φ(2)
D 〉〈Φ(2)

D |
)

. (16a)

%
(2)
R =

1√
2

(

|Φ(1)
D 〉〈Φ(1)

D | − |Φ(2)
D 〉〈Φ(2)

D |
)

, (16b)

%
(3)
R =

1√
2

(

|Φ(1)
D 〉〈Φ(2)

D | + |Φ(2)
D 〉〈Φ(1)

D |
)

, (16c)

%
(4)
R =

ı√
2

(

|Φ(1)
D 〉〈Φ(2)

D | − |Φ(2)
D 〉〈Φ(1)

D |
)

, (16d)

These states are Hermitian. They are formally identi-
cal to those density operator basis states that define the
Bloch-sphere associated with a two-level system. The
first one (16a) has a nonvanishing trace, while the others
(16b) – (16d) are traceless.

We conclude that the Liouvillian of Eq. (7) has a four-
dimensional subspace that belongs to the eigenvalue zero.
We will see later that only one of the stationary states,
Eq. (16a) is relevant for the state reconstruction.

B. The left-hand stationary states of the

Liouvillian operator

In this section we derive the left-hand-side stationary
states of the Liouvillian, i.e. the solutions of Eq. (10b).
Instead of solving this equation directly, it is easier to
deal with its adjungate L†%L = 0. The adjungate of the
Liouville operator can be obtained by taking the adjun-
gate of each of the operators that form the Liouvillian.
This procedure yields

L†% =
ı

~
[H, %] − γext + γin

2
(Le% + %Le) + (17)

γin

∑

l

L†
l %Ll .

The solution of this equation is substantially more com-
plicated than for Eq. (10a). For convenience, the linear
space of the density operators {%} can be represented by
vectors {r} with components r8(i−1)+j = (%)i,j , where
(%)i,j is the matrix element of the density operator % in
the ordered basis

{|g,−2〉, |g,−1〉, |g, 0〉, |g, 1〉, |g, 2〉, |e,−1〉, |e, 0〉, |e, 1〉} .
(18)

The scalar product of vectors is defined as (r(1)|r(2)) =
∑

s r
(1)∗
s r

(2)
s = Tr

{

%(1)%(2)
}

. The conjugate of the eigen-
value equation (10b) in this representation takes the form

L†r = 0 , (19)

where L† is the matrix representation of the adjungate
Liouvillian defined by Eq. (17) in the ordered basis of
Eq. (18). We solved the system of linear equations
(19) using symbolic computer algebra programs, such as
Mathematica [56]. The details of the procedure are pre-
sented in [57]. The result is the explicit form of four left

FIG. 2: The dependence of the final population left in the
system on the polarization of the filter laser. The angles ϑ and
ϕ are defined in Eq. (21). The parameters of the simulation
are given in the text.

hand side stationary states. These states together with
the right hand side stationary states of Eq. (16) satisfy
the orthogonality relation of Eq. (9).

One may wonder why it is not sufficient to solve the
equations numerically, but necessary to find the algebraic
form of the left-hand-side stationary states as well. The
reason is that our reconstruction procedure relies on the
linear independence of some of the elements of the left-
hand-side stationary states of the Liouvillian, which can
be studied by means of their explicit algebraic represen-
tation.

IV. STATE RECONSTRUCTION

With the solutions of the right-hand-side and left-
hand-side eigenvectors available we have all ingredients
in hand for discussing the state reconstruction procedure.
As we showed in the previous section, the final state of
the system is given by Eq. (11) with N0 = 4 for a CW
coherent driving field. In the beginning of Sec. II it was
stated that after the pumping process reaches a station-
ary state, the remaining population should be measured.
The measured population can be calculated by taking the
trace of the final density matrix %(∞) of Eq. (11). In-
serting the right-hand-side density matrices of Eq. (16)
into Eq. (11) and calculating the trace of the sum yields

√
2(%

(1)
L |%0) = Pf , (20)

because %
(2−4)
R are traceless. Equation (20) is linear for

the nine components of the initial density matrix %0. For
a fixed initial state %0, the actual value of Pf depends on

%
(1)
L which in turn depends on the atomic parameters γin

and γext. Moreover, they depend on the polarization and
intensity of the coherent driving field. The polarization
state of the driving field can be characterized by two
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angles: the angle ϑ describes the relative amplitude of
the σ+ and σ− components of the field, while ϕ describes
their relative phase. In terms of these parameters, the
coupling strengths Ω± are given by

Ω+ = Ωeıϕ cos ϑ , (21)

Ω− = Ωsin ϑ .

When ϑ and ϕ are varied, the population Pf

of Eq. (20) will also vary. In Fig. 2 we
plot Pf as a function of ϑ and ϕ, for the
initial density matrix [%11, %33, %55, %13, %15, %35] =
[0.5, 0.1, 0.4, 0.2236 ı,−0.4472 ı, 0.1 + 0.05 ı]. In this state
the coherence is maximal between %11 and %33 and be-
tween %11 and %55, but non-maximal between %33 and
%55, hence it represents the main features of a general
density matrix. The other parameters of the system are
given in Sec. V A.

A series of population measurements for different set-
tings of the polarization parameters yield a set of lin-
ear equations that connects the matrix elements of the
density matrix with the measured populations. In the
matrix-vector notation, this linear equation reads

Sr0 = Pf , (22)

where r0 is a column vector composed of
the elements of the density matrix %0, r0 =
[(%0)1,1, (%0)3,3, (%0)5,5, (%0)1,3, (%0)3,1, (%0)1,5, (%0)5,1,
(%0)3,5, (%0)5,3]

T . Each row of the matrix S is formed
of the corresponding elements of the left-hand-side

stationary state %
(1)
L for a different setting of the driving

laser field. Finally, Pf is a column vector which consists
of the measured populations. We call the matrix S

sampling matrix for the initial state. The vector r

is nine-dimensional, and in principle we can have an
arbitrary number n of different polarization settings for
which the population is measured, hence S is n × 9
dimensional. The reconstruction of the initial density
matrix %0 requires the inversion of the Eq. (22). This
equation is invertible if the sampling matrix S is a rank
nine matrix, i.e. the number of rows of S is at least
nine (n ≥ 9), and S has nine nonzero singular values.
One may try to construct a sampling matrix just by
inserting a series of polarization values and checking
that the obtained matrix fulfil the previous criteria.
However, using the algebraic form of the left-hand-side

stationary state %
(1)
L one may show that those matrix

elements which are used in the construction of the
sampling matrix S are linearly independent functions
of the polarization parameters ϑ and ϕ, see [57]. This
means, that it is indeed always possible to chose the
measurement parameters such that the sampling matrix
is invertible. Moreover, we have a great freedom to
choose the polarization of the filter laser during the
design of the measurement process.

Now we discuss briefly the reason of the restriction of
the initial state space to the Mg = −2, 0, 2 magnetic lev-
els of the Jg = 2 state: The full state space consists of

5 magnetic sublevels, hence the density matrix is charac-
terised by 25 real parameters. In order to retrieve all 25
parameters, the sampling matrix S should be a rank 25
matrix. It turns out that by using σ± and π polarized
components of the filter laser, and varying the direction
of propagations as well, the number of independent ele-

ments of %
(1)
L is less than 25. Therefore, our reconstruc-

tion scheme for the Mg = −2, 0, 2 magnetic sublevels can-
not be extended to the full 5 level state space by adding
the π polarized component and varying the polarization
state of the filter laser.

In the next section we study in detail the accuracy of
the state reconstruction procedure with respect to differ-
ent choice of laser field polarizations and pulse shapes.

V. ACCURACY ANALYSIS

In this section we study the impact of different choices
of field polarizations and pulse shape on the accuracy of
our state reconstruction procedure.

A. Rectangular pulse

The analytic consideration of the previous sections as-
sumes a rectangular pulse shape. In practice this means
a rapid rise-up time compared to the period of the co-
herent oscillations between the ground and excited levels
and to the life-time of the excited level. Such a pulse
envelope can be applied in the case of trapped, well lo-
calized atoms. In order to construct the sampling matrix
S of Eq. (22) one may choose an equally spaced set of po-
larization parameters as defined by Eq. (21) ϕ ∈ [0, π/2]
and ϑ ∈ [0, π/2]. However, this might not be the optimal
choice from the state reconstruction point of view: as we
described at the end of the previous section, in order to
find the original matrix elements of %0 from the measured
populations, we have to invert Eq. (22). The accuracy of
inversion depends on the condition number of the matrix
in the linear equation which is defined by the ratio of its
largest and smallest singular value [58].

We have worked out specific numerical examples for
the metastable neon atom. The parameters of our simu-
lations are: the decay rates of the excited level 3P1 are
γin = 1.1 × 107s−1 and γext = 4.378 × 107s−1, the Rabi
frequency Ω = 5×107s−1, and the detuning ∆ = 107s−1.
Using only nine series of measurements, in case of the uni-
form distribution of the polarization parameters the con-
dition number of the obtained sampling matrix is 2733.
However, we performed a numerical optimization of the
condition number: The optimization procedure mini-
mized the condition number of the sampling matrix by
varying the polarization parameters of the driving laser
field. This procedure yielded a sampling matrix with a
condition number of 22. Using the optimized set of po-
larizations, one obtains the sampling matrix of Eq. (22),
which is more stable numerically and can be inverted
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more accurately. An efficient method for the inversion
is the least square fit, such as the algorithm zgglse of
LAPACK [59], or the built in functionality of Mathematica
or Matlab.

B. Gaussian pulse

We will show below that our state reconstruction pro-
cedure can be applied in experiments where the filter
laser has a Gaussian envelope: In a typical atomic beam
experiment after the atoms leave the source and the beam
is collimated, they cross the manipulation and/or mea-
suring laser beams at right angle. In the local coordi-
nate system of the atoms, they experience pulsed laser
beams with Gaussian envelope. In a typical experiment
for metastable neon [51], the atomic velocity distribu-
tion is Gaussian with mean velocity v = 800ms−1 and
width of 300ms−1 (FWHM). Assuming d = 1mm laser-
beam cross section (FWHM width), the resulting effec-
tive time-dependent Rabi frequency is given by Ω(t) =
Ω exp(−t2/2τ2) with τ = d/v = 1.25µs, which is nearly
70 times longer than the lifetime of the excited state,
approx. 0.0182µs.

Here we cannot apply the basic equation (20) directly
to construct the sampling matrix. Instead, one can build
the sampling matrix by numerically solving the master
equation (7) for a basis in the density matrix space:
In our case the initial state of the system can be ex-
panded in the density operator basis {|g, i〉〈g, j|} with
i, j = −2, 0, 2, so that %0 =

∑

ij(%0)i+3,j+3 |g, i〉〈g, j|,
where the density matrix elements (%0)i,j are expressed
in the ordered basis of Eq. (18). The time evolution of
the system subject to the driving laser field is given by
the weighted sum of the time-evolved flip operators

%(t) =
∑

i,j

(%0)i,j Ri,j(t) , (23)

where Ri,j(t) is the solution of the master equation (7)
with initial state |g, i〉〈g, j|, i.e. Ri+3,j+3(0) = |g, i〉〈g, j|
for i, j = −2, 0, 2. After the system has reached the
steady state, the population left in the dark subspace
is given by

Pf =
∑

i,j

Tr{Ri,j(∞)} (%0)i,j . (24)

Comparing this equation with the defining equation
(22) of the sampling matrix we see that the quantities
Tr{Ri,j(∞)} are the corresponding elements of the sam-
pling matrix, more precisely, they give the elements of
one of the rows of the sampling matrix S.

Below we summarize the steps of the construction of
the sampling matrix:

1. Set the polarization of the driving field (filter laser)
by choosing a (ϑl, ϕl) pair, and insert the resulting
coupling strengths of Eq. (21) into the master equa-
tion (7).

Pulse Area
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FIG. 3: The fidelity of the state reconstruction as a func-
tion of the area

√
2πΩτ of a Gaussian filter laser pulse

Ω exp(−t2/2τ2) for the state of Fig. 2. The fidelity is de-
fined by Eq. (25). The curves correspond to the pulse width
of τ = 1.25µs (dotted); τ = 0.625µs (dashed-dotted); and
τ = 0.3125µs (dashed), respectively. For reference we plotted
the fidelity curve for a rectangular pulse of duration 1µs (solid
line). The pulse areas are varied by increasing the peak Rabi
frequency Ω.

2. Evolve numerically the elements of the density ma-
trix basis {|g, i〉〈g, j|} (i, j = −2, 0, 2) with the mas-
ter equation. The time evolution of the basis el-
ements can be calculated in the ordered basis of
Eq. (18).

3. After reaching a steady state (t = T ), calculate the
trace of the obtained matrices Ri,j(T ), i.e. Qi,j =
Tr{Ri,j(T )}.

4. The l-th row of the sampling matrix S is given by
[Q1,1, Q3,3, Q5,5, Q1,3, Q3,1, Q1,5, Q5,1, Q3,5, Q5,3]

5. Repeat this procedure from step 1 until a sufficient
number of rows of the sampling matrix S is ob-
tained.

6. After constructing the sampling matrix, the state
reconstruction can be performed exactly in the
same way as in case of the rectangular pulse.

To demonstrate the usage and efficiency of the state
reconstruction procedure with Gaussian filter laser enve-
lope, we performed a numerical simulation: the system
was again the metastable neon, the filter laser parame-
ters are defined in the beginning of this subsection. In
Fig. 3 the fidelity of the state reconstruction is shown as
a function of the pulse area of the filter laser.

The fidelity F of the reconstruction is defined through
the relation

F =
Tr{%f%0}

√

Tr{%2
f}Tr{%2

0}
. (25)

The normalization is necessary, because for any non-pure
state %, Tr{%2} < 1, hence without the normalization the
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fidelity would be smaller than unity even if the recon-
struction was perfect.

Returning back to Fig. 3, one can see that for small
pulse area the fidelity is low, and increasing the pulse
area the fidelity saturates to unity. This behaviour is
the consequence of the coherent pumping process: for
small pulse are the system cannot scatter enough pho-
tons to relax fully into the dark subspace. By increasing
the pulse area, the system performs more cycles among
the ground and excited states, hence more photons are
scattered from the excited state leading to more complete
relaxation into the dark subspace.

We plotted the fidelity–curve for three different values
of the pulse width. One can see that the shorter the
pulse, the more rapid the convergence to unit fidelity.

C. Precision of the population retrieval

In a real experiment, the value of the experimental pa-
rameters is known to some finite precision. In case of our
state reconstruction procedure the main source of uncer-
tainty is the inaccuracy of the adjustment of the polariza-
tion and phase of the filter laser defined in Eq. (21): we
assume that the angles ϑ and ϕ are random parameters
with Gaussian distribution. The actual value of these
parameters determines %

(1)
L which in turn determines the

measured population through the relation of Eq. (20).

We modelled the population measurement as follows:
in a simulation the values of ϑ and ϕ were chosen ran-
domly around the optimized mean values. The width of
the Gaussian distributions were chosen 0.5 degree (π/360
rad). Then the measurable populations were calculated
using Eq. (20). Finally, applying the reconstruction for-
mula of Eq. (22), the initial quantum state of the system
was reconstructed. The sampling matrix S was calcu-
lated for the fixed, optimized filter laser polarizations and
phases. Due to the random distribution of the polariza-
tions and phases used for the calculation of populations,
the obtained densiy matrix elements have also random
distribution.

In Fig. 4 we display the result of the simulation: The
parameters of the simulation were the same as for Fig. 2.
Based on 10.000 runs, the histogram shows the number of
events when the fidelity of the state reconstruction falls in
the range [Fi,Fi+δF ], where Fi = iδF and δF = 1/200.
The distribution of the fidelity is well approximated with
an exponential one of the form N0 exp((F − F0)/∆F),
with F0 ≈ 0.985, ∆F ≈ 0.0427, and F ≤ F0. We con-
clude that for achievable accuracy of the adjustment of
the filter laser polarizations and phases, the state recon-
struction procedure retrieves the quantum state of the
system with high fidelity.
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FIG. 4: Histogram of the fidelity of the reconstruction for the
state of Fig. 2: the horizontal axis is the fidelity of the recon-
struction, whereas the vertical axis is the number of events,
when the fidelity of the reconstruction falls in the small inter-
wall [Fi,Fi + δF ]. The fideliy F is defined by Eq. (25). The
continuous line represents a fitted exponential curve.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper we addressed the problem of retrieving
the quantum state of a degenerate quantum system: we
worked out a reconstruction procedure for the quantum
state in the magnetic sublevels M = −2, 0, 2 of a J =
2 angular momentum state. Our scheme is based on a
coherent pumping technique, which populates the dark
states defined by the filter laser and some population
is pumped out of the system as well. The population
left in the dark subspace is measured in a subsequent
step. It is shown that by varying the polarization state
of the filter laser, enough information can be retrieved
from the system through the population measurements
to reconstruct the initial state.

We provided a recipe to perform the state reconstruc-
tion from a set of measured populations. Furthermore,
we analyzed the accuracy of the reconstruction procedure
with respect to the choice of the filter laser polarizations:
We showed that there is an optimal choice for the set of
polarizations which maximizes the accuracy of the state
reconstruction.

The basic reconstruction scheme is worked out for a
rectangular envelope of the filter laser. We showed that
the procedure works with high fidelity for a filter laser
with Gaussian envelope as well.

Finally we studied the fidelity of the reconstruction
procedure with respect to the inaccuracy in the adjust-
ment of the polarization and phase of the filter laser. We
found that 0.5 degree uncertainty in the angles of the po-
larization and phase leads to an exponential distribution
for the fidelity of the state reconstruction. The distri-
bution has small enough width so that it is very likely
that the reconstruction procedure retrieves the state of
the system with high fidelity.

In conclusion, we presented a reconstruction procedure
for retrieving the quantum state of a degenerate quan-
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tum system with high actuary. The scheme can be im-
plemented straightforwardly using well established tech-
nologies, hence we assume that it will be implemented in
many laboratories where the coherent control of quantum
systems is studied.
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